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Stranded T&T nationals feel Toronto’s love
Toronto – A taste of home was delivered by GTA residents over
the Christmas holidays that brought cheer to T&T nationals stranded at Ontario farms, a consequence of their government’s ongoing
lockdown of the international airport back home.
The homesick seasonal workers, who up to then had not received
exemptions from the T&T government to return to Port-of-Spain,
were treated to homestyle cooking, foodstuff, and other Christmas
fare donated by caring and concerned residents in the GTA.
Word got around just before Christmas that the stranded T&T
Volunteers at Drupati's Roti & Doubles at nationals were facing a bleak Christmas, a consequence of not receivits 35 Woodbine Downs Blvd location in ing exemptions by their government to fly back to Port-of-Spain folToronto ready donated foodstuff for delivery lowing the end of their seasonal tenure at Ontario farms.
to stranded T&T nationals last month.
As the news spread across social media, the community began
rallying to the call to meet the workers’
needs. Its members started collecting
staples such as rice, peas, and canned
such that in the last weeks of 2020, goods, with some even baking addiBy Romeo Kaseram
he world is what it is. At this two vaccines were rolled out by promi- tional Christmas delicacies.
time, it is awash with a pandemic nent pharmaceutical developers in the
It was a rally by the diaspora to
surge that has infected over 83 west, and which now offer yet another reach out to the stranded, bringing
layer in mitigating, and gifts Trini-style, among them servmillion people globhopefully curtailing, ings of Trinidad and Tobago’s rumally, according to trackthe ongoing Covid-19 flavoured, aromatic fruit cakes, bottles
ing being conducted
virus rampage.
by Johns Hopkins
of freshly-prepared sorrel, and of the
University. While 47
As we all know, one course, the ubiquitous and peppery roti
of the two is the Pfizer- and doubles.
million persons are
BioNTech Covid-19
considered recovered,
Drupati’s Roti & Doubles, a pilVaccine, which was lar here among the GTA’s Caribbean
the lethal fallout in the
deployed in December food establishments, also responded
number of world-wide
last year for world-wide to the call to aid the stranded workers.
deaths is under two
inoculations.
million, a number that
It offered storage space for collection
In early June last of the donated items, and coordinattragically continues to
year, Indo-Caribbean ed distribution of the much-needed
climb.
World reported on foodstuff to the stranded recipients, a
There is no denythe scientific research company official told Indo-Caribbean
ing that 2020, the year
being
conducted World last week.
of the pandemic, was
Vidia Roopchand
by
Guyanese-born
the best of the worst
Following the touching act of kindof times. However, as of last month, a Vidia Surendra Roopchand. He was ness by Drupati’s, along with numerous
new undercurrent of hope began emerg- part of a team effort at the American nationals here, one resident in the GTA
ing that the coronavirus tide could be pharmaceutical firm, Pfizer, which told the Trinidad Express, “Boxes were
further curtailed with an addition to then was hard at work developing what dropped off at Drupati’s, a business
the arsenal of social distancing, wear- is now considered by experts to be a owned by Trinidadians, and they did
ing masks, and hand-washing. It was
See story on Page 16: Vaccine
See story on Page 18: Drupati’s

Guyana roots in Covid-19 vaccine
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Participants welcome 2021 in a
Zoom prayer service held by the
Toronto Arya Samaj
on January 1. In
the main frame,
the Ramoutar family conducts the
Havan service: at
left Devin, Pt Dave,
Nanda, & Priya. At
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Naraine in Florida.
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$449,900

$469,900

X-Large Condo

Super Sharp Condo

Spacious condo with 2 large bedrooms, open
concept living and dining room, open balcony and
laundry facilities. This corner suite is bright, clean
and updated. Great investment.

For the smart buyer. Features 2 bedrooms, open
balcony, laminate floors and LED pot lights. Prime
location near public transit, malls, schools, and
shopping. Explore the possibilities.

$399,900
Carefree Living
For those who do not need to worry about snow
or grass. If you are the one who values your time,
then this modern condo is for you. Features 2
spacious bedrooms, large open balcony, open
concept living, and dining room. Located across
the golf course in Toronto. Treat yourself.

$534,900

$437,000
Tridel Beauty
Here is a real honest bargain. Impressive suite with
concierge services. Lovely luxury building with car
washing station, billiards room, Olympic size pool,
hot tub, gym, quiet room, entertainment room, and
guest suites. Move right in!

$589,777

For People On The Move

Young Condo Awaits You

$599,000

$410,000

A most tempting buy in a gated community. Features 2 bedrooms, a large den, 2 balconies, master bedroom with full ensuite and walk-in closet,
tall ceilings, solarium, porcelain, and laminate
floors. A touch of heaven for tired feet.

Artistic

It’s good because it is an oversized suite with 2
full washrooms, open balcony and a fabulous
layout. This sought-after boutique condo offers an
abundance of natural light, TTC at doorstep, and
underground parking. Call this minute!
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Perched on the Toronto skyline, this luxury suite
features 2 bedrooms, 2 full washrooms, ultramodern kitchen with quartz counter, sun drenched
with all-natural light, and 9’ ceiling. A rare treat.

Fine Living
Don’t miss this unique suite with laminate floors and
stainless steel appliances. Impressive south Etobicoke condo with granite counter, modern kitchen, 2
bedrooms, and 2 washrooms. Fast possession.
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Higher food prices, more taxes coming?

DR. NAR DALJEET
DR. NIKHIL DALJEET

By Sylvain Charlebois
those who provide us with food, it will eventually hit consumanada’s Food Price Report 2021 brought some discon- ers, one way or another.
certing news to Canadians. We could see food prices
And all levels of government across the country will be eager
rise by as much as five percent in 2021, according to the to seek more revenue in coming months, as most are incurring
recently-released report.
record-breaking debt during the Covid-19 pandemic.
That’s the highest increase ever predicted by the report’s
There are already rumours swirling about increasing taxes
authors, a group of
on wine, beer,
24 scholars from
and spirits.
four universities. For
Most provina family of four, the
cial
liquor
food bill could go up
boards have
by as much as $695
seen
sales
this year. That’s steep.
increase by
Meat,
bakery
three to four
goods, and vegetables
percent since
are likely to rise by
the beginning
up to six percent, the
of the panreport says.
demic. The
Some will say
temptation by
there’s nothing wrong
governments
with food inflation, as
to
increase
long as income follows
revenue here
suit. That’s true, but
will be signifiwith a very low infla- Consumers could be faced with higher food prices, and more taxes in 2021 cant.
tion rate in Canada,
There are
households face higher food bills with nothing more in their also suggestions about taxing sugary drinks and other food
pockets.
products with high sugar content. Not only can these measures
This has been going on for a while, which explains why food be seen as regressive, but funds collected through these meabanks are busier than ever. Even though Canadians have access sures end up supporting other pet projects that often have nothto one of the cheapest food baskets in the world, the pace of ing to do with nutrition or even health in general. Politics will
change is unmanageable for many. Keeping up is challenging.
skew how governments feel when public spending is involved.
Many are convinced food prices are actually going up due
Provinces could increase income and sales taxes, as could
to the carbon tax. The tax started at $20 per tonne in 2019 and the federal government. A federal capital gains tax on primary
will rise $10 per tonne each year until reaching $50 per tonne residences is a rumoured possibility. Municipalities could be
in 2022.
tempted to increase property taxes. You get the picture.
There’s merit in suggesting the extra costs incurred by all
So the disposable income of most households could shrink
operators in the food chain as the result of the carbon tax, from as a result of massive Covid-19 relief programs. Most Canadian
farm to fork, can eventually affect food prices at retail. But the households went into the pandemic spending ten to 11 percent
evidence is unclear, at best. British Columbia has had a carbon of their disposable income on food. That’s much higher than the
tax since 2008, and food prices at retail haven’t changed abnor- American average, but much lower than that of our European
mally over the last decade. B.C. trends have very much followed counterparts.
those in markets with no carbon tax.
Higher food prices and low inflation, coupled with a much
Unlike a sales tax, the carbon tax is conveniently discreet for more imposing fiscal burden on Canadians, could make us
revenue-thirsty governments, and will penalise those who emit all feel sandwiched. In a few years, most households could be
more carbon. The tax affects supply-chain economics, which is spending 14 to 15 percent of their disposable income on food.
hidden from consumers.
Some households can still cope but many Canadians will
But it also discriminates against those with little or no struggle in 2021. That’s why we need to think about the less
options in operating their businesses. Farmers have been unfair- fortunate and act out of kindness.
ly targeted by such policies, and a change would be key for them.
But the debate over whether the carbon tax affects consumers (Dr. Sylvain Charlebois is senior director of the agri-food analytics
continues.
lab and a professor in food distribution and policy at Dalhousie
Taxes and food rarely mix well together. If it doesn’t hurt University.)
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Canada rejects 1,700 marriages of convenience

By Fabian Dawson
mmigration Canada officers rejected 1,700 spousal applications in 2019, considering them to be marriages of convenience to enter the country, a new Access to Information
report shows.
The number of refusals of spousal applications for a marriage of convenience remains the same as in 2017, said the
Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada data obtained
by Lexbase, an immigration newsletter authored by Vancouver lawyer Richard Kurland.
“While the number of spousal
sponsorship applications received
by IRCC has increased by 32 percent over the last ten years, we
have seen a decrease in the number of marriages of convenience
investigations since the probationary period was removed in April
2017,” said the internal documents.
The Government of Canada
removed the condition that an
applicant had to live with their
spousal sponsor for a probationary period of two years in order
to get permanent resident status.
“In 2019, IRCC conducted 200 investigations compared to
almost 800 in 2017. However, the number of refusals of spousal
applications for marriages of convenience has remained the
same since 2017 with over 1,700 fraud refusals in 2019,” the
data showed.
IRCC said its first line of defence against marriages of convenience are its officers who are trained to assess the genuineness
of a relationship, consider the evidence provided, and detect
relationships of convenience.

I
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“Considering the situation with Covid-19, repatriation of
overseas staff, office closures, and other pressures on resources,
the department is not in a position to provide further analysis
at this time,” it said.
A leaked training guide in 2015 meant to help immigration
officials detect marriage fraud titled “Evidence of Relationship,”
listed some clues on how IRCC assesses a spousal sponsorship
application.
The three-page training guide,
which has since been removed by
the lawyer who posted it online,
told officers that warning signs
about a sham marriage may
include photos of couples who
are not kissing on the lips during
the ceremony; university-educated Chinese nationals who marry
non-Chinese; a small wedding
reception; a Canadian sponsor
who is relatively uneducated, with
a low-paying job, or on welfare.
Other warning signs include
no honeymoon trip, no diamond
ring; and standard photos of activities together taken in Niagara
Falls, and in the Toronto area.
An earlier report by Canada Border Services Agency’s
enforcement and intelligence operations directorate identified
several “high-risk” countries from where “bogus” spouses are
sponsored by Canadian permanent residents.
These countries include China, Cambodia, India, Sri Lanka,
Pakistan, Ghana, Vietnam, Nigeria, Haiti, Ethiopia, and Guyana,
with India alone accounting for about 36 percent of fraudulent
“spousal caseload”.
New Canadian Media
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The Indelible Red Stain
By Dr Mohan Ragbeer

This two-volume work is a personal account of many efforts to influence Dr. Jagan’s political and
economic direction between 1946 and 1963 and presents material hitherto unpublished. Dr Ragbeer
describes colonial Guianese society, its peoples, the role of political extremism, race, US fears and Dr
Jagan’s failure, despite excellent advice, to adopt sound and realistic economic plans for the transition to
independence. The author traces post-war political and social development, the rise of militants and their
involvement in the Cold War. Dr. Jagan allies with the USSR and carried on quixotic attacks on the United
States which allowed his Marxist foil, Forbes Burnham, to seize the reins of government, by guile, terror,
arson and murder and displace Jagan in the final lap to independence. The resulting dictatorship, the
trashing of the country’s economy and the exodus of over 400,000 Guyanese are well known.

The two companion books are available from Amazon.com, through Kindle and other
on-line sellers or from the author at mohan.ragbeer@gmail.com
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Your community facility owned and operated
by Kamal Bhardwaj, Ontario Licenced South
Asian Funeral Director. We are professional,
respectful and caring.

Tel: 647-547-8188

info@lotusfuneralandcremation.com
www.lotusfuneralandcremation.com

Seating capacity for 500. Adaptable rooms for smaller
funerals. Can accommodate larger gatherings.
121 City View Drive, Toronto, Ontario M9W 5A8

Conveniently located to serve Toronto and areas west of the City
including Etobicoke, Brampton, Bramalea and Mississauga.
Cremations are done on the premises without leaving the
building. Large gatherings can view start of cremations.
Media available to broadcast proceedings.
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Pre-arrangement plans available. Free executor
support for Canada Pension Plan and Survivor
Benefits. In-home services offered if desired.
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EDITORIAL & VIEWS

Editorial

Our diaspora’s best

T

he year 2020 was challenging, described early in
this edition in an ironic riff off Dicken’s famous text
as “the best of the worst of times”. However, thankfully, it ended on a soft note of optimism with the rollout
in December of two more vaccines, and its deployment to
combat the deadly Covid-19 plague.
At this time, inoculations are underway in Canada, with
the vaccines developed by Pfizer-BioNtech and Moderna
being prioritised and delivered first to recipients who are
most vulnerable among us, such as the elderly and frontline practitioners. As the new year unfolds, the vaccination effort itself will receive a shot in the arm, so to speak,
with its outreach dispensed across the nation, provinces,
and territories, and so arrive in our many communities.
We can say the arrival of Pfizer-BioNtech’s and Moderna’s vaccines were injections of hope in December, and
was a positive entry in the diary of a bad year, with its upper narrative dominated by the coronavirus’ spread.
However, it was also a year that was infected with a
subtextual narrative notable for its virulent, global politics of divisive leadership, and blatant attacks on election
and democratic traditions. Also, in the scorched-earth left
behind by Covid-19, there emerged a culture of political
appropriation that sought to claim the emergent vaccines
as the successes of proactive, governmental interventions,
and with this, attempts were made to display it on partisan, nationalist standards.
It is, therefore, important to note that the success story
behind the emergence of the latest weapon in the arsenal
to fight this deleterious viral infection was the result of a
pan-national effort, which Los Angeles Times columnist Jonah Goldberg pointed to last month. That while the present, flailing US administration attempted to appropriate
the vaccines’ emergence as successes from its hurtling,
warped-speed initiative, the truth is its arrival was really
the result of a global current of skilled and hard-working
immigrants, a range of nationalities working assiduously
together, a success-story outcome from diasporic arrivals
who were positioned in the right place at the right time.
As Goldberg pointed out, BioNTech was founded by
two German scientists, both of Turkish descent; also,
the head of Pfizer is Greek, and that Moderna, which is
based in Cambridge, Massachusetts, was co-founded, and
is chaired by a Lebanese immigrant – with its other cofounder a Canadian immigrant.
Also, Moderna’s chief executive is a French immigrant,
and the biochemist Katalin Karikó, a central figure in the
development of the messenger RNA technology used in
the vaccines, is Hungarian-born.
As we note on Pages 1, 14, and 15 of this edition that
celebrate the positive directions our diaspora is taking,
Caribbean and immigrant experiences were also central
to the development, and rollout, of the Covid-19 vaccine.
It is a remarkable outcome that the global current took
Vidia Surendra Roopchand from his island birthplace of
Wakenaam in Guyana to the US, where he landed as a
member of the scientific team that developed the PfizerBioNTech Covid-19 vaccine. Roopchand credits his success at Pfizer to foundational structures of education and
early lifestyle guidance gained from family, educators,
among others, during his formative years in Guyana.
Roopchand’s narrative stands out for its motif of arrival
and success inside a thriving diasporic network that links
us together across borders. We note more linkages during
the US vaccine rollout, with its historical dispensing by Patricia Cummings, a nurse with Guyanese roots, to US Vice
President-elect, Kamala Harris, herself with Jamaican and
Indian heritage. Also, the US’ first vaccination shots were
delivered by a Guyanese-born, US national, Dr Michelle
Chester, and was administered to Jamaican-born Sandra
Lindsay, and a Haitian-American, Dr Yves Duroseau.
In a difficult 2020, yet another positive entry into the
diary of a bad year are the contributions by our Caribbean
diaspora, and immigrants from other worlds, who are today making a significant difference in overcoming the marauding coronavirus pandemic.
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Welcome, 2021!

safe and rewarding New Year to everyone! It may be a
difficult year for prosperity, except for the few filthyrich US corporations, persons and others worldwide,
who own most of the world’s production, and can claim most of
the world’s ecological destruction, and threats to life, liberty, and
the happiness that Americans deemed possible
two centuries ago before the rise of the selfish
and greedy.
It began early, with US second president,
John Adams, who urged on by his shrewish wife,
Abigail, almost wrecked the fledgling nation,
defaming its Constitution, hardly had the ink dried on its
pages. His actions foretold the coming tyranny of the MilitaryIndustrial Complex, Ayn Rand, Ronald Reagan, George Bush,
Donald Trump, and others, of which the worst in modern
times remains that of Reagan, whose election over Jimmy
Carter proved the power of money, false reasoning, adverse
events (in Carter’s case, emotionalising the Iran hostage-taking,
while Carter invoked the good sense of the American people,
a nebulous and uncommonly fragile concept). Carter’s loss
was America’s tumble into the bottomless pits of Corporatism,
which consumes everything it touches, and fattens itself.
Not satisfied with the depredations of old Ronald and those
after, America chose the Donald (see how they rhyme?) for the
coup de grâce, that would deliver the country to new collections
of robber barons, and turn America finally and definitively
into the feudal state that John Adams had craved, supported
by fundamentalist puritans of New England, who wished to
replace the US constitution with the Bible! Thankfully, his VP
and opponent, Thomas Jefferson, dethroned him next elections,
and led a sane administration for the next eight years.
The comparison of John Adams with Trump is close, and
the latter an unhealthy repetition of the flaws of Reagan-Bush
and their promotion of laissez-faire capitalists (“greed is good”),
ignoring the rising role of theft, bribery, coercion, private police
and armies, and extremes of lawlessness, including environmental ruin and murder, needed to acquire and sustain their
obscene levels of wealth.
A previous generation, over a century ago, was correct in
calling their ilk “robber barons”. In his own style, Trump has
aggrandised this class, even though, paradoxically, he has
received enormous support from their victims, those destined
to become serfs, as bin Laden had predicted.
The spate of pardons, planned for these last days is as

expected, and now in effect; but more troubling because of the
spread and nature of convictions; even his former lawyer, Mike
Cohen, has criticised them, as have several congressmen including Republicans. Even his faithful supporter, Mitch McConnell,
has finally stopped kowtowing to him.
It’s one thing to commute a death sentence to
life imprisonment, but quite a crass act to pardon
Mohan
cronies who lied and cheated for you, or your
Ragbeer campaign, or worked systematically to obstruct
justice; such actions can harm the electoral process on which true democracy is based. Trump’s
indiscriminate and profligate use of this power adds insult to the
many injuries he has done in four problematic years.
Also problematic are pre-emptive pardons to his family and
even himself; would this not admit guilt? I hope Congress acts
to overturn some of these, and that President-elect Joe Biden
does not spare his prosecution. Nor should NY AG Letitia James
suspend or abort her investigations of allegations of wrongdoing
by the Trump Organisation.
Congress begins today to ratify the Biden-Harris victory,
amid Trump’s pathological fuming; what dastardly agitation can
he cause: deployment of neo-Nazi goons, police and military
action, personal threats to State officials, such as his recent call
to Georgia’s State Secretary, Brad Raffensperger, badgering him
to find pro-Trump votes?
Or promote the actions of the dirty dozen GOP senators,
basking in Trump’s praises: Josh Hawley, Missouri; Ted Cruz,
Texas; Ron Johnson, Wisconsin; James Lankford, Oklahoma;
Steve Daines, Montana; John Kennedy, Louisiana; Marsha
Blackburn, Tennessee; Mike Braun, Indiana; and Senatorselect Cynthia Lummis, Wyoming; Roger Marshall, Kansas; Bill
Hagerty of Tennessee; and Tommy Tuberville, Alabama.
This opportunistic hype notwithstanding, Trump will be
evicted in disgrace on January 20, which he has worked assiduously to earn; none deserves it more, certainly no politician I
have known; the late Forbes Burnham of Guyana and Haiti’s
Francois Duvalier came close, each for leaving his nation in
tatters. Trump’s survival for four years attests to the transformation of Jefferson’s democracy to a crushing plutocracy, led by a
bankrupt nut with more chutzpah than sense.
Someone has to repair the many socio-political and civil
processes that Trump has fractured in his four grumpy years as
President; it’s time too to do something tangible to end the rape
of the planet by the ultra greedy few.

Teachers make a pitch to keep our hands clean

M

y classmate, Ganga, started bawling and crying at the
vaccination table. It was the time when I was growing up back home, and we were being inoculated
against poliomyelitis. The shot in the arm was the culmination
of months of education, and reinforcement by our teachers, who
with their now thankfully inimitable teaching techniques, had
spent long hours drilling into our hard heads the
requirement for personal hygiene.
Romeo
It was a reign of terror, our teachers fearful
Kaseram
someone would contract the polio virus, spread
it to classmates, and then to them. Even as they
were genuinely concerned about us, their lessons
in personal hygiene were delivered through, what in those latter
colonial days, were lessons using bodily discomfort and pain.
Understandably, for young boys fond of pitching marbles in
the dirt before “bell called” at the start of school, it meant morning assembly could quickly become nightmarish for those with
dirty nails, particularly my classmate Ganga.
But before getting to him, it is worth noting that the school
bell had conditioned us to quickly gather in formation on the
pitch-paved front yard of the school. Also, our classes were
militarised into lines for a regimen of early morning, routinised
callisthenics, the objective being to get the blood pulsing to the
brain for an intense morning session of schoolwork.
“Hands up! Hands down! Hands at the side!” These instructions were bawled out by a teacher whom we had nicknamed,
sotto voce, ‘The Sergeant’. Her voice was so commanding that its
reverberation among the outer school buildings added visible
urgency to the footfalls of latecomers.
‘The Sergeant’ made us jump in place, the challenge gruffly
thrown out to find elasticity in our legs so the entire body was
lifted up, up, and away into the stratosphere with superhuman
effort. The moment arrived when our entire school population
was in unison, our heavenly momentum ‘in the flow’ as we
jumped in place, an army of footfalls marching together, but
wholly in the wrong direction.
When ‘the flow’ arrived, I noted a transformation in our
teachers as they stood in the shade. They were amazed at the
unity of purpose our bodies had achieved, and were self-satisfied with their power and authority in making the school population heave upwards. By then we were jumping in place like so
many Maasai warriors performing their traditional, celebratory
dance known as the adamu.
How it hurt our legs and feet, since we were already carrying

additional baggage, most of us heavily yoked with schoolbags
hanging from our necks like so many millstones. In these
schoolbags were our future, a payload of textbooks easily over
three to four kilograms, sadly outweighing the mere grams that
made up our brown-paper wrapped lunch, typically a quarter
roti stuffed with curried beans.
So we jumped in unison, in an up-down
motion that mirrored our hands and arms. Our
schoolbags thumped hard on our little bodies against ribcages outlined under thin cotton
shirts; our hair, slicked down and fixed in place
with heavy infusions of coconut oil, eventually
dislodged and flapped, solid as the wings of blackbirds.
As we landed, our feet left indentations in the black pitch;
those who wore no shoes left behind full prints of bare feet, the
parade ground warming up and beginning to soften with the
promise of another blistering, hot day.
When done reveling in her upliftment over the control exercised on our tiny bodies, ‘The Sergeant’ took us back to the start
of our warm-up for another round of arm lifting callisthenics,
which ended with its dreaded finale, “Okay! Hold out your
hands for inspection!”
At which the teachers were deployed among the lines, closely
inspecting fingernails for its telltale rims of dirt, which was
being hammered into our brains that each fingernail was a
petri-dish in which the polio virus flourished.
The inspection was a nightmare, mostly for the expert
marble-pitchers, all boys, who preferred spending the moments
before the school bell, growing their marble storehouse with
play in the dirt, the latter worming its way beneath fingernails.
Typically the girls escaped punishment, preferring to read in
the shade, or play games where they clapped and sang. It meant
they were immune to the verbal reproaches, which were followed, after a visit to the standpipe for a thorough cleaning, with
a visit to the principal’s office for a hand-warming reminder to
observe proper personal hygiene.
Ganga was a marble-pitching wizard, his hand and eye coordination impeccable at knocking an aggie out of the ring at three
metres. Yet despite this prowess, he could not grasp the ongoing
pitch about hand-washing and keeping the fingernails dirt-free.
Irredeemable, he was always unerringly knocked out of the ring
come pre-class fingernails’ inspection time.
He cried with relief the morning we were inoculated; finally,
he could pitch marbles without fear of punishment.
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Proud of Roopchand’s achievement
Dear Editor,
‘Bobin’, as I fondly know him, is one whom young people can
As I listened to an interview done at Pfizer with our very emulate to work hard, and never give up. He worked at Pfizer
own Scientist Vidia ‘Bobin’ Surendra Roopchand, it has only for 27 years and today his achievement is a testament to the hard
now sunk in as to the magnitude of the work this son of the soil work and commitment that he has put in.
has done.
Pfizer has been good to him – it is a familyBeing an integral part of the production of the
oriented company with upward mobility, and
Covid-19 vaccine at Pfizer, and having worked
rewards that make you feel fulfilled and worthon the Polio vaccine in the eradication of polio
while are key to producing this success story.
in Africa, among other vaccines, you realise that
The interview with ‘Bobin’ is 13 minutes long,
we here in little Guyana are capable of making
and can be seen on the Pfizer website.
changes that can affect the entire world in a good
As such, I would like to suggest to His
way. It is an achievement that should not go
Excellency President Irfaan Ali give this son of
unnoticed by our government.
the soil a National Award for this monumenI am proud to say that we went to Anna Regina
tal achievement, which is bringing help to the
Multilateral School, and University of Guyana in
global community in the form of developing the
the 1980’s, and those were difficult days in our
Covid-19 vaccine, a feat of which we should all
Vidia Roopchand
country. We studied with flambeau lamps during
be proud.
long hours of blackouts; he lived in the dorms at a tender age,
Congratulations to our very own scientist Vidia Roopchand.
and we lived in Georgetown on our own during our UG days.
Saudia Ferouz, via email

Guyana’s other industries sweetened with sugar

Dear Editor,
Sugar is the backbone of our economy; in fact, it has been the
mainstay of all Third World economies in this part of the world.
I am talking about sugar being of great importance before bauxite, rice, or mining. It is the single crop to have brought the races
together here in one geographical space. Sugar, yes, sugar; no
other industry can command that important a position as sugar
has earned for itself.
Sugar has also been a bedrock for the colonials – history vividly shows us – and the jewel
in Britain’s Crown, to the point where wars
were fought to upkeep its legacy.
In this regard the sugar industry holds a special place on Guyana’s economic landscape, and
every step must be taken to ensure its viability.
But not only should we keep it alive, as is
the general discourse, but to make it profitable
and economically sound for many more years
to come. To speak of sugar is nostalgic to me,
because I am from the largest sugar growing
area in our country. I was brought up on sugar;
all that I am and ever hope to be is due to the
mighty sugar industry.
Our sugar industry is vitally important in that it is allied to
all the major agricultural industries, and were it not for sugar,
they could not exist. We are looking at associated agro-based
industries such as rice, vegetable production, and the cattle
industry, which all owe their vital existence on sugar. These
other crops and animal husbandry areas all subsist on sugar’s
efficient drainage and irrigation network, which has remained
intact throughout the years.
Even the new housing development areas were either built
on sugar lands, or depend on it for essential drainage. So, to
callously close sugar’s doors would spell disaster to this entire
country. Our sugar industry does not exist in a vacuum, nor

should it be viewed as an isolated entity by itself; every other
industry in some way or the other is interconnected with the
majestic sugar industry.
And may I add that closing the estates was an ungrateful act,
because sugar piloted our battered economy during those mismanagement years of the PNC. At one stage, sugar was taxed to
support the flagging bauxite industry. Never in history was one
industry taxed to shore up another, but sugar
was, therefore, in its time of need, when sugar
was going through a difficult period, should we
ever turn our backs on the industry?
It was also a spiteful and vindictive act
to close the sugar estates, as expert advice
was available to them from the IMF, but they
ignored every educated avenue that was at their
disposal.
Their own study conducted by Professor
Clive Thomas was thrown aside as they surged
ahead with that backward decision to close.
Now, the hidden agenda behind the Granger
government closing the sugar estates was all
bound up in the retrograde idea that sugar is an
employer of persons who are mainly of Indian
ancestry, and a reservoir of support for the PPP/Civic. So, close
the industry and cripple their power base. No wonder the PNC’s
obsession with the PPP/Civic stronghold areas in Region 4 during the last election – it was purely based on spite.
With the ushering in of a new administration, sugar has
been given a new lease on life, sugar has been revived. Reports
so far show healthy signs of change as the ratio of tons of raw
cane to actual sugar production has been reduced; that is, from
12 tons of cane to one ton of sugar, to eight tons of cane to one
ton of sugar. This is great news, as a revitalised industry moves
forward into the future.
Neil Adams, via email

Dear Editor,
It is now an established fact of life here, an inseparable aspect
of Guyana’s political culture, that when a party succeeds at the
polls, their own people have to be taken care of first. And the
closer they were to the captains and chefs, and the harder they
worked, the more has to be found for them.
Though I have little regard for this kind of ‘meritocracy’, it
is just the way things work here in this society. We could make
fools of ourselves by talking about the best people for the job at
hand, but nobody is going to fool me with that one, either.
Put a man on a board and there is sure to be some self-help
involved somewhere down the line. It could be with who gets
a contract, who is bypassed, and who could deliver on a piece
of the action. Their political leaders know it, they know it, and
the public knows it.
As I heard a “maan she” following one election: “Is we turn
fuh teef.” Another version of that is “We in chaage now”, and
“We gah de powah.” And by now all should know, whether they
are stealing or not, the full extent of what that means. In a word:
self-help; in the extended version, or help those paying.
Last year, some sensitively placed officers turned cartwheels,
danced on their heads, and all but tried to walk on water to
make elections turn out a certain way. Around the same time,
there were disclosures about who got huge patches of land; of
course, everyone was smart enough to have an oral alibi at the
fingertips.
It went a little like this: “Deh took the precaution of recusing
deh self ”, which I am not falling for. A little later, the reports

were leaking out about who is moving how much money from
which government agency, which almost daily audit revelations
are bringing to light. Nice country, we have here!
As I think of these things, I ask myself two questions: how
did we ever allow Exxon to outsmart us? And the second being,
since all say that they did no wrong, but plenty money missing,
how come more people are not in jail?
Since I am on a roll, I am going to go for it and try one more:
with all this scheming brainpower at our disposal, will somebody explain to me: How is it that we have so much trouble
with elections?
It does not matter whether it is the PPP in power or the PNC
handling the reins of office, it is the same nasty, “dutty” story
over and over again from their people. As evidence, I point to
the jaw-dropping that has occurred at the Demerara Harbour
Bridge. Millions are paid to a Trini company that did not officially exist at the time. That one is not so bad, since around here
that is about horses for courses.
But the one that brought me to a dead stop involved a disclosure about some piece of gold jewellery worth almost a million
dollars. That just can’t be! How could any man believe that he
could do something like that (allegedly, of course), and nobody
would have a problem with something of that magnitude? Or
that he could get away unscathed from such a caper?
Since we have no meritocracy, I suggest stop sparring over
political appointees, and get rid of all of them. Thus, there is
parity.
G.H.K. Lall, via email.
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Appeal to Guyanese to
stay safe from Covid-19
Dear Editor,
I have not written for some time about the Covid-19 pandemic and the failures of the government to address this deadly
virus. The reason is it seemed to be an exercise in futility since
all pleas to the government to impose social restrictions, and
take measures to curtail the spread of the virus, seemed to be
to no avail.
The government has plowed ahead at full steam with its main
concern of opening the country to foreigners for investment,
and its desire for wealth, without any care for the lives and safety
of its citizens.
It continues to Gazette its laughable curfew that commences
at the late hour of 10:30 pm, allowing persons to congregate
and meet at various places of entertainment to spread the virus
among the population. It continues to fail to enforce the “mandatory” mask wearing. It continues to permit places of business,
salons, and restaurants to be open.
We can expect a huge surge in the number of positive cases
of the virus in the aftermath of the holiday season, as there were
throngs of shoppers in Regent Street and around Georgetown
during Christmas. many of whom were without masks. There
were gatherings from different households and parties.
The fact that there are over 160 deaths in Guyana due to this
virus seems to have no impact on the government as they seek
to decide to whom the contract should be awarded for the construction of a new Marriott Hotel next to the airport.
This sickening disregard by the government as to the safety
of the Guyanese people during this pandemic has to be condemned. There has to be some realisation that the distribution
of T-shirts and flyers, and the monetary vouchers do not guarantee the lives of the Guyanese citizenry at this time.
There has to be the imposition of strict measures of social
restrictions such as closure of places of entertainment, and a
strictly enforced and early curfew.
Now there is a new variant of the virus, which has been
proven to be hugely transmissible and has led to the UK imposing strict Tier 4 measures prohibiting mixing of households and
gatherings. This new variant of the virus spreads even faster,
and has led to over 40 countries across the globe to close their
borders to flights from the UK.
Closer home, Jamaica and Grenada have closed their borders
to the UK. Jamaica announced four cases of the new strain,
which was found among travelers from the UK. They were
placed in a state isolation facility, an excellent move unlike in
Guyana where persons who test positive upon arrival are sent
home with a warning to isolate, which they undoubtedly do
not heed.
Barbados has been a haven for safety and has been Covid-19
free until recentlywhen prison officers tested positive for the
virus. Prime Minister Mia Motley immediately reacted and
addressed it, and issued a statement that there will be a strict
curfew and no limes or fetes or gatherings.
Such a difference from our leadership who never address
the public on the virus at all. Despite this, the government of
Guyana has taken no steps to stop all flights immediately from
Barbados, and even to close all flights from the UK.
The US has not closed its borders to the UK, and has confirmed cases of the new variant. Yet we have flights arriving
several times a day from the US to Guyana.
The government needs to close its borders now to flights, or
we will be experiencing a spread of this virus like wildfire since
the new variant is highly transmissible. We do not have the
resources to deal with such a situation.
There was the stark admission to this effect by the Health
Minister Anthony on December 30, 2020 that Guyana does not
have the capability for testing for the new variant of the virus.
I urge and implore my fellow Guyanese to take every precaution by wearing masks at all times when in public, or with
persons not in your household, observing physical distancing,
and washing hands often. For those who can remain at home
and are working from home, please do so. Avoid any gathering
of any sort. Keep the children safely at home. Children can be
affected as well.
It is up to us the Guyanese people to take steps to protect
ourselves and save our lives.
Stephanie Isaacs, via email.
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Ask Jay...

Prof Adesh an inspiration & mentor

Dear Editor,
scholarly publications for us to remember him.
It is with great sadness that I received the
One of Prof Adesh’s major writings was the
news of the passing of Prof Hari Shanker release of the 1,500-page book to the Hindu
Adesh. He inspired and motivated the thou- God, Lord Rama. At the launch, he said that
sands and thousands who came across him as with the blessings of his parents, his life had
their guru, their teacher, and their mentor.
been “immersed in Lord Rama and the Hindu
Soon after arriving in Trinidad in 1966, religious text, the Ramayana”.
Prof Adesh founded the Bharatiya Vidya
He wrote several publications, all of which
Sansthhaan, and for the
have enriched the Hindu
last 54 years, has been
literature stock, as they are
known more for the propall respected and encycloagation and promotion
paedic reference points.
of Indian art and culture,
Today, under his tutorand for teaching Hindi,
ship and leadership,
Sanskrit and music to
Trinidad and Tobago is a
thousands of our nationbeautiful garden of sangeet
als. He took the BVS to
(song) for the entire world
many of the towns and
to listen to and enjoy.
villages throughout the
This internationally
country, giving the opporrenowned author, philosotunity to everyone, young
pher, poet and composer
and old alike, to learn the
inspired and mentored
Hindi language and the
the nation, and his many
music of their ancestors.
students from Oropouche
Prof Hari Shanker Adesh
The student body of The
East are indeed saddened
UWI was enhanced, and benefited immensely by his demise. He will be dearly remembered
from his work and teachings.
as someone of highest integrity, sincerity, and
In 2001 the government awarded Prof honesty – the most beloved and affectionAdesh the Humming Bird Medal (Gold) for ate guru and teacher who gave his best to his
his dedicated services to Trinidad and Tobago. students.
As a guru to thousands, a scholar, a gentleOn behalf of the constituency of Oropouche
man, and an extremely humble human being, East and on behalf of my own family, I extend
Prof Adesh touched many lives, helped so my deepest condolences to his wife, Srimati
many people from all walks of life, and made Nirmala Adesh, his children, and extended
them walk in the right path – the path of wis- family, and we all pray today that Adeshji’s soul
dom.
will find solace in the comforting arms of our
He has left behind a rich legacy of poetry, Supreme Lord.
song, literature music, and a multitude of
Dr Roodal Moonilal MP, via email

Recalling how ‘The Guru’ saved lives

Dear Editor,
his Port-of-Spain office to Barbados by heliWhile growing up in Trinidad and Tobago, I copter, where he performed the operation. The
kept hearing about this famous uncle of mine, rest is history. Today, the Contractor’s family
Dr Samuel Ghouralal. I remember in my pri- remains grateful to ‘Dr Guru’. The Indian govmary school class Teacher Shah was talking ernment also heaped praises and accolades on
about some great nationals, and my classmates my relative.
looked significantly at me
Another
intervention
when Dr Ghouralal’s name
by my cousin was with an
was mentioned.
American soldier with a
Although I didn’t know
pinched nerve that could
much about his achievements
have led to paralysis and even
then, I quickly acknowledged
death. The soldier needed an
him as my father’s cousin.
emergency brain operation,
Soon, I became very interwhich Dr Ghouralal perested in knowing about his
formed. The soldier made a
many “life-saving operations”.
successful recovery, and was
Samuel Frank Clarendon
walking again in two days.
Ghouralal was born on
Dr Ghouralal was so popFebruary 27, 1925, in Guapo,
ular that the calypsonian, the
South Trinidad, where he
Mighty Shadow (Winston
Samuel Ghouralal
attended primary school, then
Bailey), immortalised him in
went on to Naparima College, San Fernando, his winning tune, singing: “Bassman in meh
and later St Mary’s College in Port-of-Spain.
head... ah going to see Dr Ghouralal...”
In 1949, at McGill University, Montreal,
In 1964, Dr Ghouralal served as the
Canada, he obtained his Bachelor of Medicine president of Trinidad and Tobago’s Medical
and Surgery. In 1956, after working as a neu- Association, and was assistant hospital medical
rosurgeon in New York, folowing dissuasion director between 1970-1982, finally retiring in
from senior doctors, he decided to return to 1985. In 1980, for his sterling contribution, the
practise in Trinidad, were he later became Medical Association of Trinidad and Tobago
known as the “pioneer for neurosurgery”.
presented him with a Scroll of Honour.
Among his well-known operations was
In 1989, he was honoured with the Chaconia
during the Indian cricket team tour in the Medal (Gold), Trinidad and Tobago’s second
West Indies in 1971, at the Kensington Oval highest award for outstanding, pioneering
Test Match in Barbados, when a hostile Wes medical contributions in neurosurgery.
Hall bouncer floored the Indian captain, Nari
‘The Guru’ unexpectedly passed away in
Contractor. The seriously injured cricketer 1991. I did not have the opportunity to see and
needed an emergency operation on the brain, express my admiration for him, but his legacy
since it must have been quite life-threatening.
fondly lives on in the Ghouralal family.
Dr Ghouralal was immediately taken from
Colin Ghouralal, via email

Benefits to be had in a cashless society

Dear Editor,
I travelled abroad in January 2020 and was
exposed to the benefits of a cashless society.
There are a few positives if Trinidad and
Tobago were to adopt this, such as a lower
crime rates since there would not be tangible
money to steal. Also, money laundering could
be impacted, as there is always a digital paper

trail.
Then there are less time and costs associated with handling, storing, and depositing paper money. Currency exchange could become
easier while traveling internationally.
A cashless economy is clean and secure.
Why don’t we do this?
AV Rampersad, via email
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Please send your questions to
TheBrij@TheBrij.com or call: 416-418-2745

Navigating The Stormy Real Estate Market

W

ith lockdown, many businesses are laying off employees,
creating an added financial stress for an already stressed
population. Many sellers avoid putting their homes up for
sale,- and in the process, create an artificially scarce market. With
fewer homes, buyers are outbidding each other and home prices are
going up. Here are some tips to guide you in this uncertain time.
First Time Buyers. If you are buying a home for the first time and
your money is in RRSP or invested in stocks, then, wait until the
stock market rebounds before purchasing. With a 40 percent loss in
the stock market, it is not the best time to cash in. First time buyers
who already purchased and are waiting to close their transaction,
but still have their funds in mutual funds or stocks should consult
their financial adviser and their lawyer. There are various options,
such as borrowing against your portfolio or asking a family for temporary assistance. Check with the seller if they are willing to extend
the closing or abort the sale. The condo market is currently sluggish,
and it’s a good time to buy. If you are renting, with the low interest
rate, owning a condo might cost you the same as rent, or be even
cheaper.
New Home Purchase. Check with the builder because the closing date might be pushed back. If that is so, then buyers who have
already sold their homes must be proactive. With buyers who sold
their existing homes, hopefully their sales contract for their current
home has an option to extend the closing date. If that is not possible, then reach out to the buyer. Some buyers are accommodating
and would either extend the closing date or arrange to complete the
transaction and allow you to rent back on a month-to-month basis.
If that is not possible, then the only option is to search for month-tomonth rental accommodation.
Sellers With A Tight Timeline. When a home is on the market, strangers visit, and it is easy for homeowners to be infected. It
is best to provide good online photos so that buyers can make an
informed decision. Ask your realtor to allow only one showing at a
time. Leave the home during showing. It is a good idea to sanitise
the entire home, from the door knobs, stair rails and even the cupboard doors. Ask the visitors to sanitise their hands before entering,
and to avoid touching things as much as possible. Restrict the visits
to a maximum of two people. Children should not be allowed.
With Record Low Interest Rate, many buyers are taking advantage. Since many families are working from home, it is cheaper to
buy a home out of the city. If you are buying within GTA, avoid the
bidding wars. Buy what you can afford, and do not overstretch. It is
best to be prequalified, and if there is a home you really like, have
it pre-inspected and submit a firm, strong offer with a solid deposit.
Sellers prefer to deal with buyers who have the confidence to complete the transaction.
With vaccination available and the US election behind, the economy will pick up. Home prices will not drop much because many
seniors will stay at home instead of moving to retirement homes.
Many sellers who were on the financial edge, can now refinance because of their property’s increased value. Immigration will pick up,
and our city will become more crowded. The demand for housing will
be high, and prices will climb to new heights. It’s a good time to stay
financially muscular and wean yourselves off debts.

Jay Brijpaul
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New growth, but uncertainty still remains in 2021

G

reen shoots of hope, albeit subdued, are expected to
sprout in 2021 as the five-month old PPP/Civic government embarks on a path to rebuilding the country.
However, doubts will fester about the government’s ability to
meet the expectations of a people split deeply along political
and racial lines.
Incidentally, political uncertainty that dogged the nation last
year has abated, although the opposition will
continue to show resistance to the government’s plans, just for the sake of opposing.
While both the government and the opposition will express interest in talks of political collaboration, such an eventuality will
remain a pipe dream largely due to a lack of
trust between the two parties.
Yet, there will prevail a sense of optimism that oil revenues
will provide the fuel for development efforts that will move the
country forward to the benefit of the people at large. As a result,
the economy will continue to grow at a healthy clip in spite of
setbacks caused by the Covid-19 pandemic.
The success of the government in
executing its plans will come down to
its ability to effectively prioritise major
development initiatives in order to
maximise the benefits accrued to the
economy. The use of qualified personnel in key positions will also be a key
determinant, but will remain questionable in an environment where nepotism
will continue to prevail.
Plans to resuscitate the sugar industry will continue at full speed, but weak
management and poor strategic planning will stall the pace of recovery. It will
be necessary to view the plans for sugar
as an economic, and not a political venture, if sugar is to succeed. However, it
is likely that foreign investors, probably
from India or Brazil, would likely materialise, speeding up the transformation
process. Regardless, it would be a costly
venture that could deter investors. Incidentally, sugar achieved
its worst ever performance targets last year.
While the government has committed to revitalise agriculture, it will take more than verbal commitment for the sector
to reach its full potential. Although Guyana has always had a
comparative advantage in agriculture, weak co-ordination and
implementation efforts stemming from poor planning have stymied growth in the sector. For agriculture to succeed, it will be
necessary for the government to get back to the drawing board
to determine specific areas of focus, instead of embarking on ad
hoc initiatives that seem to dominate current initiatives.
Although growing concerns about economic diversification
have emerged in the wake of growth of the oil sector, the agriculture sector will continue to suffer from its traditional risks,

among them massive flooding, poor infrastructure, and weak
government support. While inroads have been made in agroprocessing, production is still relatively small-scale, and not
directed to the needs of the population. As a result, the country’s
imports of foreign foods will spike dramatically, highlighting
the failure to make progressive strides in this area, and putting
the country’s food security hopes at risk.
The government once again plans to focus
on tourism during the year, but by targeting locals. It proposes to revise the tourDwarka
ism incentive package to encourage more
businesses to establish tour operations, and
Lakhan
introduce additional activities to facilitate
Guyanese exploring their own country. The
sector, which has been hard hit by the Covid19 pandemic, is unlikely to attract locals once the pandemic
prevails.
In the meanwhile, Covid-19 will continue to hurt businesses
across all sectors until the spread declines. While a vaccine is
imminent, it will take several months for its administering,
which means that the population will
remain vulnerable for much of this year.
While oil has emerged as the country’s economic saviour, a plethora of
questions about the policing of oil
exploration and production will haunt
the government in 2021. Allegations
that the government has granted oil
companies sovereignty over the country’s oil wealth have reached a fever
pitch, and it is hoped that favourable
resolutions will come to fruition during
the year. It is expected that steps will be
taken to devise a National Oil Depletion
Policy, as well as a Local Content Policy
and a Petroleum Act that will ensure
the benefits of oil are maximised for the
people of Guyana.
With oil revenues flowing, the government has resorted to taking on additional debt to fund its ongoing initiatives and paying off old debt. It is hoped that the government
can commence prioritising its development initiatives in order
to avoid an indebted future. Evidently, the people of Guyana,
including some well-placed politicians, believe that the country
has “a lot of oil money to play with”, but that is hardly the case.
Incidentally, the country’s Natural Resource Fund Act 2019,
which includes a budget transfer rule that ensures that fiscal
transfers are determined by the expected financial return on the
accumulated assets of the NRF in the long-run, will put constraints on the use of oil wealth, that is, if the NRF stipulations
are observed.
In the medium-term, the rule envisages a transfer of around
half of current oil revenue to the budget. This will ensure that
part of the oil revenue is saved as a buffer against shocks, and for

future generations; and that higher public expenditure will not
lead to debt growing at the same time as the NRF accumulates.
While the NRF Act provides useful guidance, effective management of the funds will remain an important consideration
this year and going forward. There is certainly need for greater
transparency in this area.
A flood of oil money, and a huge influx of foreigners and
foreign companies, will lead to a massive increase in corruption, which is already pervasive in the country. The current
government, in its most recent past term, has been tainted with
accusations of corruption and nepotism, which are expected to
escalate during the year. In spite of efforts to contain corruption, it usually takes place at non-government levels, with direct
and indirect linkages to the government, making it difficult to
control.
On the other hand, a growing number of corrupt activities
under the previous APNU+AFC coalition will come to light, but
it is likely that no serious outcomes will arise.
Tied to corruption is money laundering, which will remain
a huge problem, with local banks being ineffective in stemming
the illegal flow of money. The country’s growing cash economy
will also be a fertile breeding ground for financial crimes.
Reports of the involvement of the police in criminal activities
will increase, escalating the population’s mistrust in law enforcement, and casting a dark shadow over the possibility that there
will be an abatement in criminal activities.
On the socio-economic front, crime will continue unabated.
Although reports indicate that serious crimes fell last year,
unconfirmed reports seem to indicate a dramatic increase in
petty crimes. This trend is expected to continue during the year
in spite of the reorganisation of the police force.
Guyana will remain a source of illegal pyramid schemes and
unlicensed investment activities, unless measures are taken by
regulatory authorities to put an end to these ventures. These
quick rich schemes have been taking root in Guyana, and
have attracted the attention of other countries in the region.
Evidently, the need for financial literacy will become of paramount importance.
In the meantime, racial tensions will continue to simmer
with periodic politically motivated flare-ups. It is evident that if
the current government “plays its card right”, then the opposition may never get a chance again at power, which in itself, will
remain a source of tension.
While there is some speculation that Guyana will change
politically under a new government, it would be naïve to assume
that a legacy of political and racial differences would simply
disappear and herald in a more cohesive nation with a common
development agenda. That would certainly be ideal, but is more
akin to a dream come true.
Dwarka Lakhan, BA, MBA, FCSI, FICB is a Member of the
Canadian Association of Journalists and an accomplished financial writer. His recently published book, Winning Ways, Real
World Strategies to Help You Reimagine Your Practice is available
on Amazon and on winningways101.com. He can be reached at
dlakhan@rogers.com.

By Treb Narahcmar
he articulation and pursuit of national security policy
in a convulsed multi-ethnic state such as Guyana is
particularly challenging. Global threats such as climate
change, pandemics, cyber-attacks, and pervasive inequality
world-wide make this even more acute. While the Realist school
of international relations has traditionally emphasised military
security in inter-state relations, others, including some NeoRealists, favour extending the concept of security to include
non-military issues affecting the security of the State. Others,
such as the Liberal-Pluralists go further and shift the focus
to the security of people rather than of States, namely human
security – (Peter Hough, Understanding Global Security, 2018,
p. 22).
In summary terms, one could say that national security policy in a fragile multi-ethnic State such as Guyana should include
a national vision, environmental, governance, developmental,
human and human rights, equity and justice, internal and
external dimensions. In this piece we shall look at these aspects
as they may be gleaned from the Manifesto that the ruling PPP/
Civic government presented to the Guyanese nation in 2020.
On a national vision, the Manifesto declared that all Guyanese
want a society that is free, prosperous, socially-just, globally
competitive, and which serves every Guyanese equitably. Every
Guyanese must have a chance for a good education and a good
paying job, be able to start their own businesses, raise and provide for a family, own their own homes, live in a safe and secure
environment, and retire with dignity. Every Guyanese must have
access to quality healthcare, safe water, be able to participate in

sports and recreation, and freely practice their religion.
With Oil & Gas making Guyana an “economic powerhouse”,
the lives of people must be improved, and the country
must strive to strengthen freedom, re-commit to
democratic traditions, and be more inclusive,
transparent, accountable, and equitable.
On environmental security, the Manifesto
envisaged that Guyana’s natural resources
should be utilised to provide jobs and
create opportunities for the people but
must be utilised in a sustainable manner. Guyana should pursue a Low
Carbon Development Strategy. The
Environmental Protection Agency should
be strengthened, and an International Centre
of Excellence for Biological Diversity should be
established. The National System of Protected
Areas should be strengthened and expanded, in
accordance with appropriate standards of environmental integrity. Better land management and
access to land are also envisaged.
On the system of governance, the Manifesto recognised that good governance is indispensable for
a strong and fair democratic system. The new and
expansive economy, the development of a higher standard of living, the demand for greater inclusivity, transparency, and accountability, improved local governance, the
legislative and monitoring roles of Parliament, and the accountability of Cabinet, would all require appropriate and effective

governance policies and measures.
On Constitutional Reform, a crucial national security issue,
the Manifesto travels in slow motion. It recognises that issues
concerning constitutional reform, particularly in relation to a
national, inclusive governance model, management of elections, judiciary accountability, enhancing rights of Guyanese,
ensuring constitutional language is simple, have been raised
and discussed in the public domain.
Then it adds: “However, we believe that these, as
well as the other issues must be part of a process
of widespread consultation with the people of
Guyana before being acted upon… Moving
forward, we are committed to continuous revision of the Constitution. In this regard, we will
ensure that the Committee on Constitutional
Reform that will advance the work will pursue nationwide consultation following the model used in the past,
that is, with half of the members from civil society
and equal representation from Government and
the Opposition.”
On the future place of Guyana’s founding peoples in the constitutional order,
the Manifesto stated that the rights of
Amerindians and their access to opportunities would be given high priority.
Emphasis would be placed on the development of
infrastructure for them.
On development policy, the Manifesto has detailed chapters

National security policy includes environment, equity, & justice
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Experts advise against Guyana govt’s gas to shore project
Georgetown – While the PPP/Civic administration has continued where the APNU+AFC left off on establishing a project
to bring gas to shore to meet increasing energy demands in the
city, industry stakeholders are advising against the move, saying
the project has the potential to land Guyana in environmental
and economic disaster.
Speaking last week on Kaieteur Radio’s programme, ‘Guyana’s
Oil and You’, international lawyer, Melinda Janki, said the
authorities of the day are embarking on a “lunatic project” that
will increase Guyana’s debt.
As was noted, a 2018 feasibility study handed to the former
APNU+AFC administration indicated (US) $304 million is
needed for ExxonMobil and its partners to bring natural gas
from the Stabroek block to Guyana’s shores. The feasibility
study was compiled by Energy Narrative, a US-based market
analysis firm.
As it stated, out of the (US) $304 million, ExxonMobil would
be responsible for (US) $165 million, which will be used for

pipeline construction costs. The remaining (US) $139 million
for construction of the onshore infrastructure will have to be
financed by the government of Guyana.
Also, Guyana would still have to pay for the transportation of
the gas, with its price currently under negotiations between the
PPP/Civic and ExxonMobil.
In addition to her concerns regarding the increase in debt,
Janki said Guyana is supposed to see an Environmental Impact
Assessment on the project before thought is given to its execution. Considering that the law requires EIAs to be done for projects of this nature, it was her belief that the gas to shore venture
is illegal in its current state.
Janki also contended that Guyanese are yet to see a current
economic analysis that shows this project is economically sound
for Guyana in the long run, as opposed to going the route of
renewable energy. Taking the foregoing factors into consideration, she declared that the gas to shore project was a foolish
proposition.

From Page 8
on issues such as education and health, the creation of new
jobs, free university education, the provision of on-line scholarships and the provision of low-income house lots. It declared
an intention of developing the infrastructure and providing
the enabling environment to promote the use of Information
and Communication Technology across Guyana, including
optimal household use of ICT, and to eliminate the digital gap
and unequal access within Guyana, and between Guyana and
other countries. ICT would be used to catalyse development in
educational health, industry, and agriculture.
On issues of human security and human rights, the Manifesto
promised to ensure that there is no discrimination on the basis
of race, religion, gender or sexual orientation in the workplace, education sector, health sector, or in any other areas of
national life. It undertook to “[foster] diversity and inclusiveness through education and equipping the Ethnic Relations
Commission to actively fight against stereotyping and racism”.
On issues of internal security, equity and justice, the Manifesto
advocated less crime and safer communities, expanded child
care programmes, enhanced nutrition and vaccination pro-

grammes, mainstreaming women’s participation in governance, improved benefits for pensioners, strengthening and
enforcing legislation on Trafficking in Persons, expanding
access to Legal Aid Services, and promised expanded primary health care and preventive medicine, as well as special
programs targeting women, children, the elderly, and other
vulnerable groups.
On external security dimensions, the Manifesto stated that
the focus would be to strengthen bilateral ties with Guyana’s
neighbours and friendly countries, and multilateral organisations with the objective of preserving our sovereignty and
territorial integrity, promoting Guyana’s trade and economic
interests, and enhancing the image and presence of the country
and people on the world stage. This is reasonable as it goes, but
it might have included a reference to cyber-security, a problem
that has already surfaced in Guyana with cyber-attacks on
power plants and grids.
To conclude, there are few statements available on Guyana’s
national security policy. This piece is offered in the hope that it
might attract reflection and comment towards a modern statement of Guyana’s National Security Policy.

A look at Guyana’s national security policy
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Director of Financial
Analysis at the Institute
for Energy Economics and
Financial Analysis, Tom
Sanzillo, shared similar
sentiments. In his contribution to the discussion
on Guyana bringing gas
to shore in a mere four
years, Sanzillo said he can
certainly appreciate the
nation’s desires to respond
to the rising demand for
electricity, and to find a
solution to power outages
Melinda Janki
and high electricity costs.
However, he stressed the manner in which Guyana went
about negotiating a lopsided deal for oil provides no evidence
that it can do otherwise for bringing gas to shore.
Said Sanzillo: “…I have to be frank about this. The way the
contracts were negotiated for this oil endeavour gives me no
confidence that the country has any ability to negotiate the best
price for a pipeline, and other infrastructure to bring gas to
shore… There is no evidence of that. In fact, one has evidence
to the contrary.”
In addition, he said based on his observations of how
Guyana’s leaders intend to pursue the gas to shore project, it
spells out “a recipe for financial bankruptcy for Guyana”.
Sanzillo recalled Guyana’s leaders have intentions of letting ExxonMobil build a pipeline to bring gas to the shore. It
would not be paying for the gas, but instead, would have to pay
ExxonMobil the cost of transport.
According to Sanzillo, by subjecting itself to such an arrangement, Guyana is taking the little oil money it would make, and
investing it in another fossil fuel project that would leave the
nation saddled with more debt.
He said Guyana is not only accepting a lopsided deal with
the Stabroek Block, but it is now moving to invest in a project
that will handsomely support the interests of oil companies and
their bankers.
It is not just backward, but a dangerous precipice for Guyana
to be hanging from, he concluded.
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Gold loses its production shine in 2020
Prospects looking good for 2021 recovery with new finds
Georgetown – The Guyana Gold Board is on course to market. Together with the historical performance of the sector,
record reduced gold declarations for last year as compared to it augurs well for an improved year, she said.
2019, with preliminary figures so far indicating a 7.97 percent
Said Thompson: “[The year] 2021 seems to be a brighter
reduction in declarations. The projection
year than 2020, because… we have more…
was revealed earlier this week by GGB
prospective dealers, coming in. We’ve not
General Manager Eondrene Thompson.
finalised that as yet. And we have shown an
According to Thompson, the prelimiupward trend towards the end of the year. I
nary figures show that for 2020, 584,291
trust that this trajectory continues.”
ounces of gold was declared. These figures
While 2020 saw reduced gold declawere not final, she said.
rations compared to the previous year,
“So far, what we’re showing is that for
it did see a number of gold finds. For
2020, we’ve declared 7.97 percent less than
instance, Australia-based mining company
what we’ve declared in 2019. But I wish
Alicanto Minerals made its first-ever find
to reiterate that the figures are not final.
in November, only days after another minThey’re preliminary. We’re working on our
ing company, Troy Resources, announced
final figures… it has to do with the dealers
that it had found gold deposits underand their competitors,” Thompson said.
ground.
In 2019, gold declarations were 634,905
According to Alicanto, it discovered a
ounces. Thompson attributed this drop
maiden resource of 500,000 ounces of gold
to the period of inactivity from the two
at its Arakaka gold mine, which is located
largest gold producers. She noted that one
in Region One. According to the company,
Eondrene Thompson
of them, Troy Resources, had at one point
this works out to 1.8 grams per tonne of
suspended its operations following an accident.
milled ore.
The other company, Aurora Gold Mine, was preAlicanto’s Managing Director, Peter
viously managed by Canadian company Guyana
George, was even quoted as saying that
Goldfields. That was until Goldfields moved to
the 500,000-ounce maiden find was just
downsize, and then sold its operations last
the start of what he believed would be
year, with Chinese company Zijin Mining
a rapidly growing inventory at Arakaka.
Group taking over.
“This resource is shallow, the minerali“The shortfall comes from the two
sation remains open in all directions and we
biggest investors that we have. Troy
already have numerous intersections outside
Resources had suspended operathe resource which will form part of the next
tions due to an industrial acciestimate,” George said.
dent. And the Guyana Goldfields
He added, “We also have multiple walk-up targets
changed management, and as
with multi-million-ounce bulk tonnage potential that
such, they had their own mining
remain to be drilled.”
challenges. So that’s where the shortfall
Alicanto’s discovery came after the Australian mincomes from,” Thompson said.
ing company Troy Resources announced that it had found
However, the outlook for 2021 is a positive one, Thompson some 15 grams per tonne of milled ore at its Karouni, Smarts
noted, with more gold companies in the process of entering the Underground Mine in Region Two.

Covid-19 numbers go up
Georgetown – The Guyana Ministry of Health earlier this
week recorded 21 new Covid-19 cases, which took the national
number of cases to 6,379. The new cases were discovered in
several regions, with three new cases discovered in Region One,
seven in Region Two, two in Region Three, five in Region Four,
one each in Region Five and Six, and two in Region 10.
The MOH also reported there were currently nine persons in
institutional isolation, 264 in home isolation, and 22 in institutional quarantine.
As of January 5, the total number of recoveries was 5,936,
while deaths climbed to 166, with two fatalities recorded last
Sunday. Earlier this week there were four persons in ICU.

GAWU pleased with grant

Georgetown – The announcement by President Irfaan Ali
that all workers of the State will benefit from a (GUY) $25,000
grant has been welcomed by the Guyana Agricultural and
General Workers Union.
GAWU said the gesture by the government will assist recipients and their families.
Said GAWU: “We recognise that the grant comes on the heels
(of) several other measures taken by the Administration to ease
the cost-of-living, and to put more monies in the pockets of
ordinary Guyanese.”
Additionally, “We saw, too, the President bringing an end
to the haughty discrimination that had been meted out to
sugar workers since 2015. The President, in his announcement,
extended the grant to sugar workers as well. Indeed, it can be
seen as a tangible demonstration of the government’s stated
intention to treat all equally. Certainly, the sugar workers can
once again consider themselves children of the State, no longer
left in the cold, or forced to accept scraps from the tables as they
were treated by the deposed elites. We were heartened to learn
of the President’s commitment to further support to the industry as well. This is welcomed news and reiterates the government’s seriousness to revitalise the important industry.”

www.qtrexinternational.com

Overseas Offices:

SUPER
SPECIAL

ANTIGUA:
Tel #268-462-4958
Contact: Dunica

TO GEORGETOWN,TRINIDAD,
KINGSTON OR MONTEGO BAY

3

DOMINICA
Tel #767-237-3737
Contact: Geoff

BARRELS

$100

BARBADOS
Tel # 246-548-2891
Contact: Anderson/Joel

HEAD OFFICE

(Barrels up to 30" tall)
Member of BBB

* SPECIAL CARGO RATES *
Destination
Antigua
Dominica
Grenada
St Vincent
St Kitts
Barbados
St Lucia

Reg Service
$75/barrel
$75/barrel
$75/barrel
$75/barrel
$120/barrel
$75/barrel
$75/barrel

Express
$130
$130
$130
$130
$150
$130
$130

We also deliver empty barrels!

Our NEW YORK OFFICE
5185 Timberlea Blvd is now opened at:
TEL: 905-290-1946 Queens Logistics Centre
186-10 Jamaica Ave,
TOLL FREE: 1-866-881-5433
NY 11423
Tel: 866-861-5933
Georgetown Office
236-237 David St Kitty,
Tel: 592-227-2969

DOOR TO GATE IN
GUYANA - $120

Areas not covered in Guyana:
Parika Backdam, Linden, Inner
Canje, Black Bush Polder, Beyond
Skeldon, Mara and Cane Grove.

Weʼre the first Canadian Shipper to cross the border.
We guarantee service thatʼs second to none.
Our prices are the best in the business.

Tractors to Guyana
Pick Up Trucks
Full Containers
Barrels

- from US $1000
- from US $1500
- from US $3400
- from US $50

Regular Service: 4-6 weeks delivery • Express Service: 3-4 weeks delivery • We deliver empty barrels/crates in the GTA
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GRENADA
Tel #473-435-1545
Contact: Valda
KINGSTON, JAMAICA
Tel # 876-456-2944
Contact: Kimberly
MONTEGO BAY, JAMAICA
Tel #876-294-1712
#876-347-7939
Contact: Sabrina
ST. KITTS
Tel #869-465-5320
Contact: Janice
ST. LUCIA - CASTRIES
Tel#758-459-0675
Contact: Spence
ST. LUCIA - VIEUX FORT
TEL #758-454-5383
Contact: Vacacie
TRINIDAD
Tel #868-221-3905
Contact: Paul
ST. VINCENT
TEL #784-457-2547

CARIBBEAN ISLAND
FOOD MARKET

Tel: (416) 746-1592
3432 Weston Rd
(South of Finch)

WESTWOOD
SUPERMARKET

Tel: 416-901-7797

680 Rexdale Blvd, Suite 12
(at Humberwood Blvd)

Specializing In All West Indian Groceries, Tropical Fruits & Vegetables, Guyanese and Caribbean Fishes &
Seafoods, Halal Chicken, Ducks & Meats, Fresh Breads & Pastries, Spices & Condiments, Health & Medicinal
Products, West Indian Drinks & Juices, Snacks & Confectionery, Dried Canned & Packaged Foods, Soaps &
Cleaning Supplies, Body Care Products, Hindu Religious Supplies... and Much Much More.

O

ur stores comply with all
the legal requirements
with respect to the Covid-19
pandemic, such as hand
sanitising, face masks, social
distancing, etc. We ensure a
very safe environment for all
entering the premises.

ALL MEAT HALAL • NUF NUF IN-STORE SPECIALS • SPECIALS TO January 19, 2021
FROZEN HEAD-ON
BUTTERFISH

FROZEN HEADLESS
PAN-READY BANGAMARY

GILBACKER STEAKS

FROZEN JUMBO CRABS

$229 lb

$229 lb

$299 lb

$799 lb

GUYANA GOLD RICE

GOUDAS YELLOW
SPLIT PEAS

MARSHALL’S SARDINES

CRIX/DIXIE CRACKERS

$1599 bag

$899 lge bag

99
2/$9
2/$300

$399 pk

CARAMEL

NUTRAMENT

SOURSOP

LARGE BARRELS

$499 pk

$2350 c/s of 12

$499 lb

$1500

BORA, SEIM, WIRI WIRI & PIMENTO PEPPERS,
BAIGAN, EDDOES, DASHEEN LEAVES, ETC.

FISHES
Arriving Every Tuesday & Thursday from Guyana & Trinidad

Arriving Fresh from the Caribbean Twice Weekly

FRUITS & VEGETABLES
Arriving Fresh from the Caribbean Twice Weekly
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A start to understanding racism in Guyana
By Dr Tara Singh
he difficulty in analysing “racism” or “ethnicisation” can
be illustrated in a recent debate on the sugar industry.
Attorney General, Hon Anil Nandlall, expressed shock
over Opposition MP Khemraj Ramjattan’s statement that the
decision by the PPP/Civic government to re-open the three
closed sugar estates was racist.
Nandlall responded tersely: “[If] the decision to re-open the
sugar estates was a racist one, then logically the APNU-AFC’s
decision to close them was also racist.”
Two politicians view the same problem of the sugar industry
– which employs an overwhelming majority of Indo-Guyanese
– with different lens: Ramjattan asserts that racism drove the
government policy to reopen the sugar estates, while Nandall
justifies it on economic grounds.
Ramjattan believes that the sugar industry is not financially
viable, given the heavy losses it incurred since 2012, and, therefore, concludes that the rationale for reopening the estates has
to be racist, and not economic.
Contrary to Ramjattan’s view, that was a “political and not a
racial decision since the PPP/Civic government is not seeking to
oppress other groups,” notes Ravi Dev.
The PPP/Civic government has also proffered a plethora of
other economic reasons for their sugar policy. Given the historic
and formidable connection between sugar and the economy
(supporting other activities/programs: sports, healthcare, housing, drainage, and irrigation) to spend less than five percent of
the country’s annual budget on sugar “subsidy” to restore 7,000
jobs is sound public policy.
Bauxite at Linden and Kwakwani is subsidised annually
for (G) $2.9 billion. Bauxite, like sugar, is a strategic industry
around which vibrant communities were built: “If you destroy
sugar or bauxite, you destroy those communities, too.”
It is normal public policy for countries to subsidise agriculture, including sugar. For instance, the European Union and
the US subsidise agriculture in the sum of €59 billion and (US)
$22 billion respectively, but the specific size of their subsidy
for sugar is not available. In India, the annual subsidy on sugar
is (US) $1.7 billion. These countries rightfully view subsidy as
investment.

Why the racist rants? How do Guyanese interpret racism?
Simply stated, “racism” is the expression and/or the practice of
hate, discrimination, race-baiting, and bias, directed by an individual or group, or an institution, against another on the basis
of essentially on how they “look or sound”.
It is not based upon any classical ideology of innate differences (whether biological or otherwise), but on how one “looks and
sounds”, and which may be buttressed by one’s cultural traits.
The latter is captured in the process of “ethnicisation.”
“Ethnicity” and “race” can be treated as equivalent because of
the unique origins of the “six peoples”, and both are viewed as
drivers of ethnic conflict. It is noted that while Guyanese politicians have the capacity to stir up racism, they did not invent
it. But they have been using it as an effective political tool to
mobilise their supporters.
The sugar industry shows how the allocation of resources is
often defined by opposition forces as “racism,” or “ethnicisation,”
rather than by genuine economic need. Linking the allocation of
resources with allegations of racism found its fullest manifestation in the early 1960s (1962-1964). This was the period when
race insecurity was pronounced, and when Afro-Guyanese felt
that they would be dominated by the superior numeric strength
of Indo-Guyanese, although they (Afro-Guyanese) had full control of the armed forces.
However, demographic changes since 2002 have neutralised
the effect of ethnicity or race on forming the government, which
has been the source of the accusations of racism on the premise
that governments decide who gets what, why, and how.
Given that no race group now constitutes a majority, the
level of race insecurity among Afro-Guyanese should theoretically decline since no one group has a demographic advantage.
Ironically, Indo-Guyanese continues to feel insecure because of
their gross under-representation in the armed forces, although
the party to which they are aligned is in power.
There is no evidence in Guyana to suggest that enhanced
economic condition is compatible with a decrease in the level of
racism. The PPP/Civic says that under its governance, the economic position of Afro-Guyanese has been enhanced, but this
position did not ease racism, nor lead to any significant increase
in PPP/Civic support among Afro-Guyanese.
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During the period 1976 to 1985 the
PNC government
owned and controlled 80 percent
of the economy, yet
that did not translate into any major
economic benefit to
the Afro-Guyanese
people, whose poverty rate exceeded
50 percent as did
Indo-Guyanese. The
Amerindian poverty
Anil Nandlall
rate was 75 percent.
Irrespective of philosophical differences, there is some convergence on the notion of “inclusive governance” as a mechanism to minimise racism. However, people’s perception of
inclusivity differs; cultural adherents (like Ravi Dev and Eusi
Kwayana), for example, believe that inclusivity is best expressed
in a federal system, while political and intellectual adherents
(like Dr David Hinds and Vincent Alexander) believe that it lies
in executive power-sharing.
What system is more effective and acceptable will have to be
determined by the Guyanese people after a national conversation, and the conduct of a referendum.
Pending a resolution on the idea of inclusive governance,
some suggested short-term measures to reduce racism include,
but is not limited to, the enactment of equal opportunity laws,
compliance mechanisms, affirmative action, quotas, and poverty reduction.
Long term measure to ease racism resides in the socialisation
process, where values and habits are internalised and imbedded into children and young adults. It is much easier to learn
something than to unlearn it. The socialisation process should
be a team effort involving parents, schools, churches, leaders,
and role models. We start from the home and move interactively
to the school, to the church, to the community, and then to the
wider society.

Discipline needed before Guyanese can benefit from development
By Ronald Bostwick
uyanese are not a disciplined people. It is well understood that there had to be a high level of resentment of
authority in all post-slavery societies – for who would
want to work for a family or class of persons that once forced
one, or one’s parents, to work on pain of punishment, or even
death?
That said, the way Guyanese operate today is not conducive to the accelerated development that is
about to mushroom before our very eyes in
real time.
Despite higher levels of criminal violence in both Jamaica and Trinidad, the
people of both of those nations are more
courteous, and more orderly in their dayto-day interactions with each other.
I have spent lengthy periods in Jamaica,
amounting to some 20 years, and I have
concluded that Jamaica’s criminal violence
has its roots in the stark wealth imbalance
there, coupled with its high population
density (644.2 persons per square mile).
Trinidad & Tobago likewise has a high
population density (686.4 persons per
square mile), and has experienced at least
six decades of sustained prosperity fueled
Irfaan
by its oil. The wealth imbalance existing
in Trinidad & Tobago is not as obvious as Jamaica’s because of
the generally higher prosperity level, but in reality it is probably
even greater there – generating arguably more individual greed,
coupled with the power to buy, and readiness to accept a contract on another’s life.
Guyana for its part is one of the most sparsely populated
countries in the world, with four persons per square mile, the
same as Suriname and Canada. Only Mongolia, Namibia, and
Australia have population densities less than four persons per
square mile.
I suppose Jamaicans and Trinis just had to get along being
so “cramped” together. They cultivated habits of courtesy that
make daily interactions smoother – like saying “Please” without
a bullying overtone, and “Thank You” without an overtone of
grudge.
Is this because of the impact of tourism? Loud as both
Jamaicans and Trinidadians are, you would not see their drivers
driving fast in the lane designated for oncoming traffic to try
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squeeze in front of the line waiting at traffic lights on red!
bar ten years ago without any official (or indeed citizens’) objecGuyanese are generally indifferent to queues. Guyanese, tions, that suddenly his business is unlawful.
including government departments, generally see no point in
In a country soon to be awash with oil money and where one
replying to written communications, or to fulfilling clear prom- can already do just about anything so long as one can pay to
ises to return a phone call, or provide an update.
do it, we are but a short step away from becoming much worse
There was a time when Guyanese were required to stand than both Jamaica and Trinidad, where criminal violence is
for the playing of the National Anthem in cinemas and at concerned.
public events. People got used to it, and did so without any
If, God forbid, that turns out to be what our imminent prosfuss – and National
perity has in store for us, it would seem that
Service had discipline
it is not in our national psyche to smoothen
as one of its aims.
the stresses of daily living by treating each
That was in a time
other with common courtesy.
when it was hoped
It should become a priority of our educathat Guyana could do
tion system to teach our schoolchildren the
like China, Cuba or
practical benefits of being courteous. That
Singapore – but the
might lead future generations to be better
peoples of those coundisposed to acquiring a disciplined outlook
tries are culturally disthat will have a positive knock-on effect on
ciplined, and do not
Indigenous Guyanese participation in the
enjoy the freedom to
infrastructural and progressive developopt for indiscipline, as
ment of our country.
do those who live in
As things now stand, Guyana will have to
countries that mirror
rely very heavily on skilled and disciplined
the outlook of Western
foreign workers, and the growing cohort of
democracies.
naturalised Guyanese who already possess
There came a time
those attributes. It is now time to align with
Khan
Freddie Kissoon
also when Guyanese
our President Dr Irfaan Ali and encourage
saw good reason to emigrate in droves – a diaspora Guyanese to return home, eschewing Freddie Kissoon’s
brain-drain that continues to this day – and so went our plumb- oft-stated parochial views in that regard.
ers, masons, and UG and GTI graduates to other countries.
There is risk in business and there is risk in moving your life
With nobody to pass on trade skills to apprentices, Guyana from one country to another – but having to deal with mindhad to make do with contractors who were merely enterpris- less discourtesy whilst sharing one’s skills and investing one’s
ing chancers who never had inculcated in them any tenets of finances, whether grand or moderate, ought not to be a factor
professional discipline. These guys have no governing bodies to that Guyanese desirous of returning home should have to conaccount to – our attorneys are not accountable to any disciplin- sider in making their risk assessment.
ary body either – so routinely do substandard work without
I wish all my countrymen and countrywomen a happy, proregard to building regulations, or any other material consid- ductive and prosperous 2021. Those who already know better
erations such as accurately estimating required materials and should make the effort to be courteous to others – even without
building to agreed completion deadlines.
expecting the same courtesy in return.
Unauthorised projects such as building extensions, the
The discipline required for such a progressive outlook would
occupation of government reserve land close to roadways, be good preparation for us all. We need to be ready to embark
and business enterprises emitting loud noises or toxic odours, upon the road to developing a collective national mindset that
generate problems from time to time – even where the law is would be enable Guyanese to actively participate in, and benefit
crystal clear!
directly from, the imminent massive development of our richlySurely it is problematic to tell someone who opened a sports blessed country.
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Better savings start here

FISH FROM GUYANA

Lower your premiums when you insure both
your car and home with us.

Buy Directly from the Importer and Save Big
Lowest Prices on the Market – Guaranteed

Stop in, call or click to get a quote today.

Sherry A Harrikissoon Ins Agcy Inc
Sherry A Harrikissoon, Agent
13311 Yonge St Unit 103
Richmond Hill ON L4E 3L6
905-773-9782

Certain conditions, limitations and exclusions may apply.

1201717CN.1

Fish and Shrimp Caught in the Atlantic
Bangamaree (Fine, Fillet & Headless), Red Snapper, Catfish, Cuirass, Sea
Trout, Smoked Catfish, Cuffum, King Fish, Mackerel and Grey Snapper.

Desjardins Insurance refers to Certas Home and Auto Insurance Company, underwriter of automobile and
property insurance or Desjardins Financial Security Life Assurance Company, underwriter of life insurance
and living benefits products.
Desjardins, Desjardins Insurance and related trademarks are trademarks of the Fédération des caisses Desjardins du
Québec, used under licence.

Contact: Mobile: 647-218-6967 • 416-769-2914 (after hours) or Paul: 416-450-3570

Need A Mortgage? Call Kamla First

Your Mortgage Professional! 416-505-9583
-

Residential Mortgages
1st & 2nd Mortgages
Mortgage Renewals
Private Funding
Financial Consulting

Experiencing Some Financial Challenges?
Then The Moment Is Now:
Refinancing - Home Equity Line Of Credit - Debt Consolidation

• No Credit, Any Credit! • First Time Buyers! • New To Canada!
Call Kamla for more details…

Indranie (Kamla) Shivnath
Mortgage Agent
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Graduation to Big ABC class caps off early school entrance
my dunce cap on my head with perfect
By Dhanpaul Narine
accuracy. Mr Nunes turned his face away, and
y first day at school was a royal
offered words of hope to Ma.
affair. I sat on the shoulders of my
Later that day, as the rains threatened, Ma
Nana, or grandfather, and observed
Cedric Vernon Nunes: My first Headmaster!
and I hurried to Uncle Pittin shop, by the
my tiny universe and it was beautiful. We lived
in Sookoo Yard that was a
saying that since we didn’t have shoes, the public road, for old newspapers to replace the
zinc on the roof, and to patch the walls of the
series of logies or shacks
dirty water, with ringworms, would get
logie.
stitched together by various
between our toes and eat the flesh.
The following morning, Miss Cox greeted
pieces of wood. Sookoo Yard
Ma’s description was real and
the class with a smile. She said it was the end
was in Stelling Road, a street
unvarnished, and at one point, Mr Nunes
of June, and she wanted us to take a test. If we
that bordered Tuschen and
closed his eyes and held his head in his
passed, there would be no more dunce caps.
Vergenoegen. We were on
hands.
We would move into the “Big ABC class”.
our way to Vergenoegen
He glanced at the library in his office,
I was given five sums to do that involved
Government School on that
and probably realised that this was not
addition and subtraction. It was my first test
lovely Monday morning.
a textbook problem. He beckoned me to
and it was extremely difficult. I wrote the
My legs dangled
him and did the strangest thing: he held
answers on my slate and waited. I scored four
uncontrollably from Nana’s
me in his arms and said that, no matter
out of five correct answers, and Miss Cox
shoulders. The cramps
how rough things were, I should keep
pinned a ribbon on my shirt.
meant that I needed time to
going to school.
The other students also did well, and this
literally find my feet before I
Education was like a key that opened
Mr C.V. Nunes and his student Dr Dhanpaul Narine meet
prompted Mr Nunes to leave his office and
entered the school building.
many doors, he said. As he patted my
There were children running after 30 years, in Birmingham, England.
shoulders, Mr Nunes went into his pocket visit our class. He rolled up his white sleeves,
sat on a bench, and told us to work hard. As
numbers. But it was hard to blame any single
in the playground while
and handed me a sweetie or candy.
he left, Mr Nunes seemed to take an interest
person for it.
others played hopscotch or cricket. Nana let
It was time to return to class, and I placed
in me. He said with a smile,
I went to school, like so many
go of my hand as a teacher beckoned me to
“You will be in a new class in
others, without any materials, wore
her room. The bell went and the children
September. I will be looking at
one shirt and pants all week, and
stood at attention.
you to do better.”
on weekends Ma and I would “catch
There was a song of being born in the
He took off my dunce cap and
shrimps” to make ends meet. In
land of the mighty Roraima, and then it was
put it in his pocket.
June, my school report, or passing
down to work. Miss Cox, a tall woman with a
Mr Nunes did not return to
paper, didn’t have a grade.
charming smile and a gap in her front tooth
Vergenoegen in September. Ma
Instead, the school wanted to
said that I belonged in her class. Before long,
wanted to know where that “nice
see my guardian. Ma decided to
I was with a group of children that played all
man” went, and no one was sure.
go with me. We walked past the
day long. This became my daily routine, and I
Several months later, as we pasted
sign that said, “Hard work brings
mastered hopscotch and drawing on my slate.
newspapers in the logie, I caught
its own rewards”, and went into the
After a month, Miss Cox had presents for us
sight of a familiar figure.
Headmaster’s office.
that made us even happier.
“Ma, look this is Mr Nunes. He
I had seen the Headmaster C.V.
One Friday morning, she brought a
is the Minister of Education!”
Nunes before, but this was the first
white piece of paper that was shaped like an
Logies were wooden box-shaped rooms attached together
He was the Minister and I was
time we were that close to him.
overturned boat. The string went under our
in a long range, formerly occupied by slaves, later by
in Big ABC class; would our paths
Mr Nunes cut a fatherly figure
chins to hold it in shape. Miss Cox explained
Indentured labourers.
ever cross again?
with kind, probing eyes, and an
that this was a cap, and we should wear it at
expression that suggested he had seen it all
all times. Did we understand what she just
before. He was a good listener and he wanted
said? We spoke in unison, “Yes, Miss Cox.”
to find out about my background. Was Ma
She smiled.
working? Did anyone read with me at home?
“Good, now draw a house on your slates,”
What was our home situation like?
she said.
Ma was uncomfortable. These were not the
We continued merrily, playing all day, and
questions that she wanted. She explained that
balancing the hat on our heads as we chased
she was unemployed. My Nana made sweets
the ball on the field. I tried playing soccer,
Chartered Professional Accountant
occasionally, and that brought in a few dollars,
but it was not easy with one hand holding the
cap. It was when I fell that I realised that I was but it was far from enough.
Chartered Accountant
As for reading, Ma pointed out that she
special. As I wiped the mud from my clothes a
Licensed Public Accountant
group of students laughed and remarked that I could not read or write, and, therefore, she
could not teach me. She described our living
had messed up my dunce cap.
situation as Mr Nunes listened keenly.
I told my Ma, my grandmother, about my
CPA CA CFA MBA CPA (CO)
We were trying, but we needed help, she
hat and she was silent.
said: Yesterday, Sookoo brought his carpenter
After a while she said, “You mean you are
AUDITS
TAXATION (CANADA & USA): COMPANY INCORPORATION
to pull out two zinc sheets from our logie
in a dunce class? You have been in that school
• INDIVIDUALS
because we were behind with the rent. That
for three months. What are you learning?
REVIEWS
• CORPORATIONS BUSINESS PLANS
exposed us to the rains and the heat.
They let you play all day?”
There was no sanitation. When the rains
I remained quiet. Ma was right. After three
• PARTNERSHIPS
fell the logie would be flooded, and it took
months, I could barely write my name, and
COMPILATION (NTRS) • TAX PLANNING MANAGEMENT ADVISORY
weeks for the ground to dry. Ma ended by
I certainly couldn’t read, or add, or subtract
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Profile

Hera Nandlal

Urgent Appeal For Kidney Donation

BOOKKEEPING

Pandit Krishna Sukul who resides in Scarborough, Ontario, is
appealing to the community for urgent assistance to help save
the life of his 54-year old wife Satwattie Sukul.
She is suffering from kidney failure with both of her kidneys
functioning at only five percent efficiency.
She is on peritoneal dialysis and has to do exchanges four
times every day, which is done at home.
She has completed all the required medical examinations
at the Scarborough General and St Michael’s Hospital, and is
Satwattie Sukul
currently on a waiting list for a kidney.
The estimated waiting period is between two to five years, but with her kidney function deteriorating rapidly, urgent help is needed for a transplant of one kidney.
Her blood group is ‘O’, which is considered a priority, but in the absence of a donor with this
blood type, any other type of donor would be accepted.
The doctors indicated that anyone can live happily with one kidney, and that a donor would
be tested medically to ensure that there would be no complications before accepting a donation.
Several individuals have done this type of procedures before and they are living a normal life.
Pt Sukul is making this earnest appeal for anyone who might be in a position to help save the
life of his wife.
He may be contacted at (416) 267-5038, or through his sister Rajmini at (905) 783- 0459.
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Our practice draws on deep experience, global resources, and specialized
industry knowledge to advise clients on complex tax issues in Canada
T: 905.678.6263
C: 416.579.4276

E: nandlal@nandlal.ca
W: www.nandlal.ca
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DIASPORIC DIRECTIONS

Rethinking our Caribbean identity

By Jerome Teelucksingh
This foreign influence wreaked havoc on a tropical environn the Caribbean and among the diaspora, we need to ment, unaccustomed to sudden change, as the balance of nature
be aware of our region’s history and its impact on our was disrupted. Undoubtedly, the systematic decimation of the
lives. In 1992, efforts to commemorate the 500th anni- native Tainos and Kalinagos was the Western Hemisphere’s first
versary of the arrival of the Spanish expedition into the New genocide.
World, led to a heated controversy in the Latin American
Also, the eventual introduction of African, and later Chinese,
and Caribbean region. The debate centered
Syrian, and Indian labour could be traced to
around Christopher Columbus’ “discovery” of
economic exploitation in which the entire
the West Indies, and the subsequent repercusCaribbean and Latin America region has paid
sions. What has the Caribbean achieved since
dearly. It is indubitable that the destruction
its ‘discovery’? Some might disagree if I say –
of a sustainable Caribbean environment convery little. The famous novelist, V. S. Naipaul,
tinued, unhampered, by successive colonial
in The Middle Passage (1962) seemed correct
regimes. This dealt a severe blow to our biodiin stating, “History is built around achieveversity, and paved the way for a monoculture,
ment and creation; and nothing was created in
which led to a painful economic dependence.
the West Indies.”
We have grown accustomed to unfairly limThe state of regional unity has become a
iting our history to the traumatic experiences
cliché and moved at a snail’s pace because many
of Indentureship and slavery. As citizens of the
citizens have overlooked the common experiCaribbean, we need to remove religious and
ences uniting Caribbean territories. The lack of
ethnic/racial blinders and delve deeper into
appreciation of the Humanities, especially our
our rich cultural and historical past.
past and history, is partly due to the emphasis
Many of us are ignorant of the era in the
on the Science and Business subjects to the
late
15th and 16th centuries, in which the
Jerome Teelucksingh
detriment of studying Caribbean History.
Caribbean was the pride of European powers
It is a fact that secondary schools and universities through- whilst undergoing a social and cultural transition. We need to
out the Caribbean have relatively low attendance levels in make an effort to celebrate historic events in our region’s hisHistory classes. Some schools have removed the subject from tory, understanding the common historical forces that shaped
their curriculum. Such actions translate into the devaluation of our destiny.
Caribbean History for future generations.
The Caribbean’s history will prove we have endured certain
The historian, like those educated in Latin, is part of a dying social and economic phenomena that make us a unified entity,
breed. In North America and Europe, there is still an appre- and create harmonious relations. If any island or the region is
ciation of history and its benefits. Maybe the Caribbean must to become progressive, then an appreciation of our history is
return to this mentality if we intend to harness the educational crucial.
and political merits of the legacies of the Caribbean.
Indeed, our history, be it yesterday or 500 years ago, will
Did the arrival of Columbus and the conquistadores set in enable us to plan and equip ourselves for the future whilst
motion historical forces that transformed our islands’ future? understanding the importance of forging closer Caribbean ties.
Yes. We need to realise that the local history of each country Our study of history will certainly help us to avoid repeating the
is not circumscribed to the achievement of Independence or mistakes of the past.
celebration of local heroes.
Hopefully, in the future, our historical memory will entail
The time has come for us to recognise our role in world his- not only the recent history of ethnic, racial or religious groups,
tory.
but include a deeper understanding of the history of the
One might rightly ask: How could events that occurred more Caribbean region and adopted homelands we inhabit.
than 500 years ago affect the Caribbean economies? Today, the Dr Jerome Teelucksingh is a senior lecturer at the St Augustine
existence of the sugarcane can be traced to the ill-fated Spanish Campus of The University of the West Indies in Trinidad &
expeditions.
Tobago. His explorations include the Indo-Caribbean diaspora
Furthermore, the intrusion of the European powers had a in North America, notable Afro-Caribbean personalities, and on
profound impact on our architecture, cuisine, flora, and fauna. religion, gender, and ethnic relations in the Caribbean.
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Ali renews call on diaspora to return

T

he Guyana government has once again reached out to economy with more powerful markets, and so convert the
the diaspora with the call to return to the homeland. In country into a major economic hub in the Western Hemisphere.
a virtual address late last month, Guyana President Dr
As the Guyana Times noted, the nation’s emigration rate
Irfaan Ali made the appeal to Guyanese nationals residing in skyrocketed in the 1960s following hardships introduced by the
Canada to begin exploring the various business ventures avail- then Forbes Burnham-led PNC regime, making the exodus one
able, while calling on them to “take the bold step” and return.
of the highest in the world.
The Guyana Times followed up on Ali’s appeal in its
Citing a recent report by the Center for Strategic and
December 30 Editorial, noting that Ali’s vision for Guyana is International Studies, the publication noted that first-generainclusive, modern, robust, and with an objective for a diversi- tion immigrant Guyanese diaspora is today estimated at approxfied and resilient economy capable of deliverimately 550,000 worldwide, not including
ing economic prosperity.
their descendants.
As the publication also noted, Ali later
“Experts believe that the capacities and
explained this objective would contribute to
expertise of the Guyanese diaspora, if properhigher levels of employment, and in improvly understood and engaged, could become an
ing in the quality of life for nationals.
important factor contributing to the growth
As is evident in Ali’s past pronouncements,
and development of Guyana,” the newspaper
since taking office in August 2020 he has on
noted.
more than one occasion made public declaraIt added: “We have stated several times
tions of inclusion, in a move to ensure that the
before that there is much the diaspora can
diaspora is not left out of ongoing discussions
do to help in moving our country forward
about Guyana’s transformation and recovery.
once the necessary systems are put in place
At this time, there is a plethora of developfor them to do so. First, there needs to be
mental projects in the pipeline, and which are
a proper mechanism through which such
undoubtedly of interest to the many skilled
engagement could become operational. The
Guyanese nationals living abroad.
mechanism must include major components,
As Ali has noted, there is completion of the
such as effective follow-ups, monitoring, and
Irfaan Ali
East Coast Demerara Highway; resurfacing
feedback.”
of the East Coast Railway Embankment from Sheriff Street to
Citing the recommendations from experts, the publication
Enmore; remodelling the Linden to Lethem Highway, and work noted suggestions that Guyana should weigh the differences
on the Linden to Mabura Hill section.
between a stand-alone ministry, such as is being done in India,
Also in the works are construction of a road link between Ogle and a formal structure as a “Diaspora Advisory Council”, as is
and Diamond; development of a four-lane highway between being done in the Dominican Republic.
Georgetown and Timehri; a road link between Parika and
“The key recommendation presented in the CSIS report,
Rockstone; and a new, high-span bridge across the Demerara which was directed at both the public and private sectors, and at
River, which is expected to be completed before the end of 2024. Guyanese Diaspora communities around the world, is to work
Ali also noted a deep water harbour to be among the proj- collectively to establish broader communications, engagement,
ects, as well as a new international airport at Lethem. Also, that and collaboration between Guyana and the diaspora through a
industrial parks and free-trade zones would integrate Guyana’s ‘Guyana Global’ initiative,” the publication noted.
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Nurse Patricia Cummings administers the Covid-19
vaccine to US Vice President-elect Kamala Harris

Caribbean & immigrant
roots at vaccine’s centre

T

he daughter of Guyanese immigrants, Nurse Patricia
Cummings, was at the centre of the Covid-19 vaccination rollout last month when she administered
the Moderna Inc Covid-19 vaccine to US Vice President-elect
Kamala Harris at the United Medical Center in southeast
Washington, D.C.
The event was broadcast live on television, and showed Vice
President-elect Harris receiving the shot in her upper left arm.
Cummings is a clinical nurse manager, and has been working at
the UMC for the past 15 years, News Americas Now reported
on its website.
Like Cummings, Vice President-elect Harris also has
Caribbean and immigrant roots. She is the daughter of Jamaican
immigrant Donald Harris, and Indian immigrant Shyamala
Gopalan-Harris.
The Caribbean and immigrant motif continued to dominate the Covid-19 vaccine narrative last month, with international reporting
focusing on the contribution made in its
development by Vidia
Surendra Roopchand,
a
Guyanese-born,
American
scientist. Roopchand is a
Principal Research
Scientist at Pfizer,
and has spent the last
27 years in its vaccines’ division. He
was a member on
the research team
that supported the
initiative to develop
Dr Michelle Chester with a
the Pfizer-BioNTech
first Covid-19 vaccine dose
Covid-19 Vaccine.
His efforts led to development of the BNT162b2 Covid-19 vaccine, which was also rolled out globally last month.
In the US, the first Covid-19 vaccine was administered on
December 14 last year. According the NAN, the global, historic
moment saw as a first two health care workers who took the shot
having Caribbean roots. Also, the doctor who administered the
shot originated from Guyana.
Dr Michelle Chester, the Corporate Director of Employee
Health Services at Northwell Health in New York, was born in
Georgetown. After arriving in the US, she attended was then
Rutgers University following high school.
Dr Chester administered the first the Pfizer-BioNTech
Covid-19 vaccine, developed with the efforts of fellow Guyanese
Vidia Roopchand, at the Long Island Jewish Medical Center in
Queens, New York. Its recipients were Jamaican-born Sandra
Lindsay, a critical care nurse, and a Haitian-American, Dr Yves
Duroseau, Chair of Emergency Medicine at Lenox Hill Hospital
in Manhattan.
“She has a good touch, and it didn’t feel any different than
taking any other vaccine,” Lindsay said of Dr Chester’s gentle,
administering hands.
Lindsay went down in the history books as one of the most
famous nurses in the US for being the first person to be vaccinated against Covid-19. Lindsay has lived in the US for the
past 30 years, NAN reported. She attended community college,
followed by Lehman College in the Bronx, where she completed
her nursing degree. Lindsay is Director of Critical Care Nursing
at Long Island Jewish Medical Center.
In being first in the inoculation line-up, Dr Yves Duroseau
said he wanted to set a good example for the staff of doctors,
nurses, and other health care workers that he oversees.
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Vaccine took herculean focus on work, family

and later, educators as Cheryl Argyle, that led to a successful,
FROM PAGE 1
singular moment in his contribution to the global sea-change
frontrunner Covid-19 vaccine.
As we noted, Roopchand’s place in the world sees him as a that the Pfizer-BioNTech Covid-19 Vaccine has produced.
But it was not an easy task hitting this pinnacle, Roopchand
Principal Research Scientist at Pfizer, where he has spent the
last 27 years in its vaccines’ division; also, he is a member on told journalist Laurel Sutherland, writing in Stabroek News late
the team that supported the initiative to develop the Pfizer- last month. Dealing with a new pathogen, and the need for
BioNTech Covid-19 Vaccine in a shortened and record turn- a new technology to make and deliver the vaccine, required
herculean focus and dedication both in the laboratory, and at
around time.
home, he said.
According to biographiAccording to Roopchand,
cal data provided by Romona
he faced escalating, quotidRahat for our June 3, 2020
ian challenges, with the daily
edition, Roopchand was born
and projected global morin August 1967, and hails
tality and morbidity figures
from the island of Wakenaam,
being constant sources of
Guyana. He shares a first
trepidation. On some days
name, given by his parents,
it was quite challenging for
with the Trinidad-born,
him to stay focused on exeEnglish author, the late Vidia
cuting his tasks in the laboraNaipaul. Roopchand is the
tory, he said.
eldest of three children of
As he narrated to
retired Headmaster “Teacher
Sutherland, there were other
Reds” Roopchand, and
stressors outside the laboraretired Headmistress, the late
tory, a key one being the loss
Sherine Roopchand, with sibof his mother.
lings Ricky, a manager of the
Said Roopchand: “I had
Hope Estate, and a sister, the
to compartmentalise my
late Karishma.
emotions several times durRoopchand was influing the last ten months; the
enced early in life by this
equanimity… I displayed was
maternal
grandfather,
due in part to this ability to
Roshan Bacchus, who was
compartmentalise my emoa tailor on Wakenaam. So
tions.”
influential was Grandfather
He added: “For example,
Bacchus with needlecraft
on the morning of June 15,
that Roopchand acquired
2020, I was in the lab prethe nickname “Bobin”, after
paring the cells, which were
the spool on which thread is
used to confirm the antigen
wound.
expression of the vaccine
However, it appears the
Vidia with wife Nadia
candidates, when I received
fabric of Roopchand’s life
would take a more scientific cut, which according to Rahat, was news that my mom had passed away, and I still managed to get
initiated when his parents gifted him with the book, The How my task completed.”
Sutherland reported Roopchand’s role in the laboratory was
and Why Wonder Book of Chemistry, on his 11th birthday. The
chemistry text intrigued Roopchand, the young man’s curiosity as leader of the cell culture group for vaccine antigen expresso titillated that he read the book from cover to cover. Among sion, used to determine if the correct vaccine protein is being
expressed. He also assisted in
the instrumental takeaways
some of the immunological
from his intensive reading of
assays that were used to evaluthis 1961 text is Roopchand
ate the vaccine.
noting he was enthralled with
Along with the intense
how German scientist Friedrich
requirements for focus on
Wohler’s synthesis of urea in the
his professional duties was a
late 1820’s disproved the vital
critical need to balance famforce theory.
ily life, he said. According to
It seems the pandemic world
Roopchand, his spouse Nadia is
today owes a debt of gratitude
a registered nurse and a frontto Headmaster Roopchand
line worker, which introduced
and Headmistress Sherine for
even more layers of precarity
inspiring their young son with
into their family life.
this gift. It was more than a gift
He also noted that waiting
of knowledge; it was an early
for the preclinical and clinitrigger that led to the awakening
cal data to be analysed by the
of their son’s scientific curiosity.
statisticians was also nerveIn the connected sequence that
wracking, which cost him sevdefines the path of our lives,
eral sleepless nights.
this gift from parental hands
Said Roopchand: “It was
was an early pivot, one that has
very challenging because we
since blossomed with his critiwere dealing with a new pathocal contribution to a vaccine
gen and evaluating a new vacthat could, hopefully, help with
cine technology to make and
the global containment of the
deliver the vaccine… This
inexorable Covid-19 surge.
experience has validated my
Another close relative, Uncle
belief that great things can be
Ronald ‘Toe’ Rahat, an electronaccomplished by human beings
ics and engine repairman, was
Vidia with father Teacher ‘Reds’, and sons
when they work together for
also instrumental in adding to
the weave in the scientific fabric during Roopchand’s early, for- the common good of all mankind. I also learned a lot about not
mative years. Recognising his nephew’s unfolding potential, he losing hope in the face of a global threat.”
He added: “I think that this came from having faith in God,
offered a room for study, which was also an experimental space
and a personal belief that I was destined to be part of the effort
for Roopchand’s budding scientific curiosity.
According to Roopchand, Uncle Toe provided more than a to defeat this virus.”
In the end, Roopchand’s efforts led to development of the
foothold for exploration. He also offered needed legroom for the
young man to immerse himself uninterrupted in his emergent BNT162b2 Covid-19 vaccine, which was developed by Pfizer
love for experimentation, chemistry, and for exploration of the and BioNTech. The contribution left him feeling humbled and
honoured, he said. He was also aware of the historical resolarger, scientific universe.
It is remarkable how hindsight connects biographical nances his contribution in creating the vaccine is bringing to
sequences, making it possible to follow the threads in the weave mankind’s survival, and our future wellness.
As he noted, “I believe this is likely the most significant mediof events that culminate in a cumulative moment; and which,
given Roopchand’s emergent eminence today, is traceable to cal advance of the last 100 years – if you count the impact this
early interventions by his parents, immediate family members, will have in public health and the global economy.”
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Headmaster Teacher ‘Reds’ Roopchand & wife,
Headmistress Sherine, circa 1969

‘I have represented Guyana’
– Impossible without family,
friends, teachers, colleagues

R

oopchand noted his contribution to the development
of the vaccine could not have been possible without his
family, friends, neighbours, teachers, and colleagues,
among others.
“I have represented Guyana in this effort. I am fortunate that
both my life and professional experiences… prepared me for
this scenario, and that our teams at Pfizer and BioNTech were
able to deliver this vaccine to the world,” he said.
He credits his successes in life to the Guyanese education
system.
“I could not have been part of the Covid-19 vaccine effort
had it not been for the foundation which I received in Guyana
at the Sans Souci Methodist School, [Anna Regina Multilateral
School], and University of Guyana,” he said.
His formal education began at Sans Souci. Following his
Common Entrance Exams in 1978, he was placed at ARMS,
where he lived in the dormitory during his secondary school
years.
The years spent at ARMS allowed him to explore further
horizons in science and life, he said. He generously credits all
the teachers and dormitory staff at ARMS during his attendance
from 1978-1984. He is also grateful for the guidance and tutoring that contributed to laying the scientific foundation he now
stands on.
Roopchand also fondly recalls Miss Cheryl Argyle, who after
he told her he wanted to be a scientist, encouraged him with
sound, foundational advice, saying, “If that is what you want
to be, then that is what you want to be; don’t be ashamed to
dream.”
According to Roopchand, his secondary school years were
instructive at many different levels. While he was being prepared for further academic pursuits, at the same time it so
altered his outlook on life that he left ARMS ready, and eager, to
meet the world with wide, open arms.
Among the more momentous events at ARMS was meeting
Nadia in 1982, who would become his wife. He left ARMS in
1984, after writing GCE O’Levels and CXC examinations, and
sharing the Best Graduating Student prize with a colleague.
He started at the University of Guyana in September 1985,
with a major in Chemistry. While attending UG, he participated
in the Guyana National Service, and stood with colleagues in
protest following the 1989 National budget, and over the university’s plans to fire striking lecturers.
As Stabroek News reported last month, Guyana is prominent
in Roopchand’s future plans. As he noted, he plans to return
to Georgetown to lecture on the development of the Covid-19
vaccine.
“This pandemic has taught us how woefully [under]prepared
we were, and that with this new m-RNA technology, a rapid
response to viral pandemics is now possible. Being part of a
Caribbean pandemic preparedness initiative is a distinct possibility,” he said.
Who knows – when Roopchand returns to Guyana, perhaps
he will do so as a Nobel Prize winner, giving the success of his
team and its pioneering work in developing the gamechanger,
life-saving Covid-19 vaccine.
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Singh’s legacy stands tall among Guyana’s early leaders
“…coolies we call them, whether they were labourers
or eventually became doctors or barristers or Civil
Servants” - Edgar Mittelholzer, A Swarthy Boy

By Dr Kumar Mahabir
hen novelist Edgar Mittelholzer penned these
words in 1963, he was referring to the cultural
stereotypes of Indian Guyanese. By that time,
Indians had long demonstrated an entrepreneurial spirit that
guided their willingness and steered their ambition, leading
them to shatter the image of the
hapless “coolie” who crossed the
“kala pani” in search of opportunities
outside of Mother India. Indians
have long since earned a permanent
place in Guyanese society.
In a recently published book, Jung
Bahadur Singh of Guyana (18861956), Dr Baytoram Ramharack
examines the life experiences of one
of Mittelholzer’s so-called “coolies”,
whose legacy was shaped both by
the Indenture and post-Indenture
experience in Guyana.
What emerges from this narrative
is a clear recognition that even
though Dr Jung Bahadur Singh
may not have been as well-known as
contemporaries like Dr Cheddi Jagan, his
contributions to the historical development of Guyana
stand tall among the leaders of Guyanese society. With
this publication, Dr Singh’s legacy has now been recorded as
part of the historiography of Indians in the Caribbean.
Born in 1886 as “Dina Nath alias Jung Bahadur Singh” to
parents of Nepalese extraction, Dr Singh, grew up in Goed
Fortuin, an old Dutch plantation (the family later moved to
Vreed-en-Hoop).
He served as a member in the British Guiana Legislative

W

Council for 23 years, after being elected in 1930, until his
electoral defeat in 1953. As a legislator Dr Singh was a sitting
member on almost every parliamentary committee, during
which time he represented the members of the multi-ethnic
Demerara-Essequibo constituency faithfully and with pride.
His ideological perspective was influenced and contoured
by his cultural beliefs and his experience as a ship doctor on
the immigration ships on which he accompanied Indians as
they traveled from India to the British Colonies, as well as on
the ships that returned the girmitiyas (contract laborers) to
Mother India.
He was among the few
qualified medical doctors
who initially returned to serve
Guyanese after graduating
from Edinburg University in
1919.
As a founder of the
Sanatan Dharma Maha Sabha
Dr Singh demonstrated a
steadfast commitment to
his Hindu values. He was a
strong advocate for the right
of Indians to be cremated as
part of the last funeral rites
of Hindus. However, his most
persistent and determined
efforts, were reflected in the
struggle to secure the right to
universal adult suffrage, a struggle
championed later by Dr Jagan.
Dr. Ramharack has painstakingly provided
hidden details about the various roles that characterised
the legacy of Dr Singh, by relying on interviews, archival
materials, parliamentary records, and the writings of Dr Singh
himself. As the subtitle of the book notes, Dr Singh ought to
be celebrated as a “politician, ship doctor, labor leader, and
protector of Indians” in British Guiana.

A remarkable leader in the Indian community, and as
someone well-respected by African leaders, Dr Singh emerged
as a trusted mediator helping to use his “good offices”
to resolve labour disputes between sugar workers in his
constituency and management long before the formation of
the Man Power Citizens’ Association led by Ayube Mohamed
Edun. He subsequently became a leading member of two labor
unions, the British Guiana Labour Union, as well as the British
Guiana Workers' League (formed in 1931).
Dr Singh was elected seven times to serve as President of
the British Guiana East Indian Association, the preeminent
organisation, initially established in Berbice in 1916 by J.A.
Luckhoo, Madhoo Lall Bhose (a Bengali), and others to protect
the interests and rights of Indian Guyanese.
It is ironic to note that Dr Singh may have contributed
towards the political career of a young Queens College
graduate, Cheddi Jagan, whose father endorsed Dr Singh’s
advice to “send the boy abroad” to study after they sought his
guidance in 1935.
As history would have it, Dr Singh was defeated by a PPPsupported candidate in the 1953 elections, which was held
under universal adult suffrage. Dr Jagan described the election
between Dr Singh and his party’s hand-picked candidate, Fred
Bowman, as an election which was “the most significant”,
bringing an end to Dr Singh’s tenure as a member of the
British Guiana Legislative Council.
When Dr Singh died in 1956, he was honoured with the
largest funeral procession in the country, which The Daily
Argosy described as one “witnessed by thousands of people
gathered from all over the Colony”. He became the first Indian
to be granted official permission posthumously to be cremated
in British Guiana.
Like Clem Seecharan’s discovery of “Bechu”, the “enigmatic
Bengali” who was the lone Indian voice that advocated for
the rights of indentured Indians, Dr Ramharack must be
complimented for undertaking this formidable task. History
has come alive with this timely historical and political
biography of an iconic Indian Guyanese.

place. The politics, however, remains the same ...boring. The
average Canadian seems to be happy with his barbecue, his
pension, and his motor car. As long as you don’t touch those
amenities, you won’t upset the average Joe.
ICW has kept up with articles and features on the world
community. The Caribbean, like Canada, has had citizens who
originated from many different parts of the globe. Neither left
nor right, ICW remains a voice for the people, a voice for the
new Canada, which some folks resist, but
cannot turn back.
In my 500-plus articles, I have probably
covered most genres of writing: arts,
entertainment, creative, science, public
affairs, politics, literary, research, academic,
sports, education, comedy, cultural,
linguistic, and journalistic. I call myself “a
citizen of the world”, a roving writer, “a man born with caul”.
My articles on “Georgetown characters”, the development
of radio broadcasts in
Guyana and the Caribbean,
Guyanese cinema, and a
few others, have made the
rounds a number of times
over the decades. I get a
kick when I revisit my
early days in Canada in
Toronto in the 1960s. On a
Saturday night, visiting the
Latin Quarters on Yonge
Street (where the Eaton
Centre now stands), was a
regular activity for young
immigrants like myself.
The house band was Bing
Serrao and the Ramblers
from Guyana, who are
still performing, one of
the longest standing bands
around, even longer than
the Rolling Stones.
In that smoky room, at the top of a long flight of dark stairs,
I cuddled a rum and coke up front by where the band was
playing. I “nursed” my drink so that it would last all night. I
looked around to see if I could touch some flesh in a dance,
but the competition was steep. Before you could stick out a
hand, half a dozen hands were already there before you. These
were men of different nationalities, hungry for women, hungry

for companionship, hungry for love, as I was.
Another favourite “watering hole” of mine was the
Horseshoe Tavern on Queen Street. There I sipped a Labatts
beer and watched Canadian and America country singers sing
and perform, some on their way up to fame, or others coming
down from the ladder. They included Stomping Tom Connors,
Waylon Jennings, Tex Ritter, Slim Whitman, The Drifting
Cowboys of Hank Williams’ Band, and other performers that I
listened to as a child growing up in British Guiana. The Rolling
Stones even performed at the Horseshoe Tavern in more
modern times.
When the night was over, I made my way to my lonely
room in the attic of a rooming house in the West End of
Toronto, not far from Ram’s Roti Shop, the first and only roti
shop in Toronto at the time. I knew for sure that the racoons
would come down from the roof and wake me at six o’clock
sharp next morning, to check to see if I was okay. A day in the
life of an immigrant in the era of the mid-1960s in Toronto.
The year 2021 is upon
us. The age of insanity will
stick around for a while.
President Trump, together
with his family, facilitators,
enablers, and cohorts.
are leaving a trail of
destruction in their wake
in the US and around the
world, the likes of which
have never been seen
before. People are asking,
“How did this happen?”
The answer is perhaps
simple. One can fight evil,
but one is helpless in the
face of stupidity!
ICW has kept going
for 38 years and more. It
has shone some light in
the darkness. I will leave
my collection of articles
to posterity ...until the ink has dried and disappeared. I am
pleased to be part of the team that Harry Ramkhelawan of
Indo-Caribbean World has put together over the years. I am
pleased to be part of the history of both Canada and the
Caribbean.
Walk good in the New Year and beyond. If the creeks don’t
rise and the sun still shines, I’ll be talking to you.

Guyana boy still walking good 500 columns later & counting...

M

y journey with Indo-Caribbean World started with
an article on December 15, 1994. It was the same
year that my book, Walk Good Guyana Boy, which
has changed my life, was published. Now, 26 years after, I have
collected and collated over 500 copies of the newspaper in
which my articles were published.
On that December day, my first article in ICW made front
page news in the newspaper, Vol 12 No 8. It was entitled,
‘New Amsterdam nights couldn’t get better’.
The only other time that I recall that an
article of mine had made the front page of
Bernard
a newspaper was in the Saturday Edition
Heydorn
of the Toronto Star newspaper on April 19,
2003. It was entitled, ‘The Comeback From
Death’s Door’. It was based on a personal
interview I did with Canadian musical icon
Gordon Lightfoot, after his life-threatening illness, and was a
scoop at the time.
Harry Ramkhelawan, Publisher of ICW, has kept the
newspaper going over the years through ups and downs, and
a number of changes to the point where it became fully digital
in 2020. Over those years, many newspapers, Caribbean, and
others, have bitten the dust. A number of columnists in the
edition of ICW when I started to write are no longer there.
Over that time the newspaper went from 28 pages to 32, and
from black and white to colour. Even my own photograph is
barely recognisable. Where did the handsome looking buck
disappear to? My copy of the 1994 edition of ICW is turning
colour, showing its age, just as I am.
The last 26 years is a generation. The Caribbean has
changed, Canada and North America have changed, the
world has changed. The year 1994 was the Age of Innocence
compared to 2020, the Age of Horror. Trump’s presidency in
the US and the Covid-19 pandemic have brought Armageddon
to our doors!
Having left the Caribbean over two generations ago, the
Caribbean has not left me. I have tried to keep up with news
of the Caribbean through ICW and other news outlets. Racial
divisions are still apparent, especially when it comes to politics.
West Indian cricket has strayed far from its glory days, and
fans like me are hoping for a resurrection. Oil and gold are
there for those willing and able to explore it. On the surface
there are signs of growth and development.
Canada has also changed. Many more Caribbean people are
making homes here. Toronto is more multicultural in many
ways. The growth of the city and surrounding regions, the
traffic, the roads, the hustle and bustle; it’s no longer a sleepy
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Exemptions granted to T&T workers

Narrow work window sees many remaining in Canada

Port-of-Spain – Following negative press abroad and in
As the Globe & Mail reported last week, one worker said it
Trinidad and Tobago, seasonal workers stranded in Canada due was now too late to return to Trinidad and Tobago since the
to the Covid-19 pandemic and the government’s lockdown of work season in Ontario is set to start up again come April.
the Piarco International Airport were last week finally given the
“It will be February by the time we do the paperwork and
all-clear to return to Port-of-Spain.
quarantine to go back to Trinidad. Then there’s a chance that
However, it was a move that came too late, with many of the we might not even be able to come back to Canada in April,”
workers opting to remain in Canada with
said Ricardo Sookhoo, a stranded national
the start of the work season mere months
working at Eek Farms in Ontario.
away, the Trinidad Express reported on
As the Trinidad Express reported last
Sunday.
week, Sookhoo was among the more vocal
At this time, hundreds of nationals are
workers clamouring to return to Port-ofnow stranded in Canada after arriving
Spain. However, it appears he has since
last year for seasonal work on Ontario
changed his mind with the narrowing
farms. Last month the situation had come
of the window to go back to Trinidad
to critical mass, and saw a humanitarian
and Tobago, then only to try to return to
response in Toronto by one of its leadOntario in less than three months.
ing Caribbean food stores, Drupati’s Roti
As Sookhoo told the Globe & Mail, if
& Doubles, and the wider community,
the stranded workers cannot return to
in support of the stranded nationals. In
Canada from Trinidad and Tobago come
a humanitarian move, the community
April, then they would be without jobs and
collected both perishable foodstuff and
an income to support their families. Also,
staples, which Drupati’s Roti & Doubles
the Canadian farms would be without its
coordinated, and distributed, to the
traditional crop maintenance and harveststricken workers.
ing workforce.
The workers have been stranded in
Said Sookhoo: “There’s a lot of unemOntario since March 22 last year, when
ployment back home, and it’s hard to find
the Trinidad and Tobago government
a job. But also if we don’t come back to
Stuart Young
closed its borders. Also among the strandCanada, who will my bosses get to do the
ed are workers who left Trinidad and Tobago voluntarily later in job? In the Spring, when we couldn’t come back, they had probthe year in search of temporary work abroad.
lems finding people to help.”
The workers who voluntarily left for Canada following
Brett Schuyler employs about 100 migrant Trinidad and
closure of the borders were required to sign an agreement Tobago workers at his farm. He was quoted by the Globe & Mail
acknowledging the risk, and accept that they would be required saying many of his workers have now decided to remain durto make their own travel arrangements, and cover the cost of ing the winter and be available for the April startup. Just four
their 14-day quarantine period upon their return.
migrant workers from his farm have opted to return to Trinidad
Following termination of their Canadian contracts, the and Tobago, he said.
seasonal workers began making numerous pleas to be granted
“Everyone tells me that things are tough in Trinidad, and a
exemptions to return to Trinidad and Tobago before winter. lot of people really depend on this opportunity to make a better
Many of the temporary accommodations at Canadian farms are life for their families and for themselves,” Schuyler said.
not insulated for winter occupation.
Meanwhile, it was reported last week that Canadian govAccording to Trinidad and Tobago’s National Security ernment has made concessions allowing Trinidad and Tobago
Minister Stuart Young, arrangements are now being made to nationals who are working on farms to remain in the country.
repatriate the seasonal workers stranded in Canada. Last week In a move to ease their unemployment, the government has
he indicated two flights had already arrived at the international granted work permits that allow them to seek temporary roles
airport carrying some of these workers.
away from the farms. The opportunity also provides access to
Young added that the government had dedicated State quar- healthcare and EI.
antine facilities for the returnees, and other accessories were in
Meanwhile, last week Young said he was notified that over
place to receive them.
90 nationals have indicated they will not return to Trinidad and
However, it was reported here in Canada that many of the Tobago despite finally being granted exemptions, with arrangeworkers have since changed their minds, and are now opting to ments made to fly them home, along with accommodations for
remain in Canada despite finally receiving exemptions.
the 14-day quarantine after arrival.

Drupati’s, community rally to T&T nationals

From Page 1
Also speaking with CBC was Nicole Anastacio-Davis, who
the distribution to farms where the Trinis were stranded.”
said she left her two sons and husband back in Trinidad last year
Another GTA resident was quoted saying she heard about to come to Ontario for seasonal work.
the Christmas drive from a cousin. Following this news, she
“I miss them,” Anastacio-Davis said, adding she calls her chilimmediately packed a box
dren each day on WhatsApp
with foodstuff particular to
to let them know that, “Mom
the Trinidadian palate, and
loves them very much”.
forwarded it to one of the two
It was estimated last week
centralised collection locathat around 92 Trinidadians
tions at Drupati’s. Last week
were stranded on Schuyler
the official at Drupati’s Roti &
Farms near Simcoe, Ontario.
Doubles told Indo-Caribbean
Reports here in Ontario have
World both its locations, the
also indicated that the governone in Etobicoke and the other
ment of Canada estimated, up
in Scarborough, participated
to late last month, that around
in the humanitarian drive.
400 T&T nationals were
One anonymous donor,
stranded on farms in various
who also spoke with the
counties, as CBC reported,
Trinidad Express last week, A volunteer packs a van with donated foodstuff out- “after labouring through the
said, “I wish I could have done side Drupati’s Roti & Doubles at its Etobicoke locapandemic as essential workers”.
more. They’re our people.”
CBC also reported that
tion for distribution to stranded T&T workers
Quoted in a Canadian
another 100-plus Trinidadians
Broadcasting Corporation News online article late last month, were stuck in Haldimand-Norfolk.
a member of the stranded Trinidadians, Dion Taylor, said she
Last month the Canadian government said it will allow
was waiting for a Caribbean Airlines flight to hopefully return stranded farm workers to apply for open work permits, a move
to Port-of-Spain.
that would give them access to health care and EI while waiting
Taylor was also a recipient of the gifts of foodstuff and hot to return to the Caribbean.
foods that were delivered by Drupati’s to the stranded Trinis.
It was also reported that federal and provincial officials were
“Everything was just perfect. It tastes just as at home,” Taylor working with T&T consular officials, and that expenses for bedsaid after her first bite into a roti, which was followed by a long, ding, winter clothing, and accommodation for the colder winter
refreshing draught of sorrel, a traditional Christmas drink made months ahead were likely to be covered under an emergency
for the Christmas table in T&T.
support fund.
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Rajkumari Seeratan

Stranded mother begs
TT govt to come home
Toronto – A 70-year-old mother who is stranded in Toronto
is longing to return to Trinidad and Tobago after enduring more
than a year of stressful life abroad in the wake of the Covid-19
lockdown.
According to a daughter who spoke with the Trinidad Express
last week, Rajkumari Seeratan is pleading with the Trinidad and
Tobago government to grant her a precious exemption to return
to the warm, sunshiny land of her birth.
As daughter Sav Gillick said, her elderly mother left Trinidad
in August 2019 driven by compassion and her willingness
to supprt a grandchild who had developed a sudden illness
in Toronto. It is now 17 months later, and Seeratan is still in
Toronto, and she is desperate to return home.
However, it has not been an easy road for her return journey.
According to Gillick, her mother has made multiple attempts to
get a response from the Ministry of National Security regarding
her applications for an exemption. Today, Seeratan remains in
limbo at the Stouffville home of one of her daughters.
Said Gillick: “My mom came to Toronto on August 17, 2019,
because my nephew was critically ill, in hospital intubated and
ventilated, fighting for his life. We all flew to Toronto because
he was unwell.”
She added: “My mom flew from Trinidad to Toronto because
my sister has another son… a minor, and so she went to give
support and to be the guardian of the other son, while my sister
was in hospital with her other son; my sister was in the hospital
for more than one year.”
Seeratan was scheduled to return to Trinidad in April 2020.
However, she was detained in Toronto due to Covid-19, and by
the March 22 lockdown imposed by the government of Trinidad
and Tobago on its international borders.
Since the announcement of the closure of its borders, Gillick
said at least seven attempts have been made to get an exemption
for her mother from the government of Trinidad and Tobago.
She said each request was acknowledged with an automated
response from the ministry, which noted her application would
be considered. The last of these notifications was received on
November 22, 2020.
“My mom wanted to return, and her flight was booked for
April 13, then Covid-19 happened, and the world changed. We
applied for an exemption, and we made seven e-mail contacts,
and got two responses with the automated script,” Gillick said.
“The fact that this is a human rights’ issue, and there was an
issue with quarantine as well, and there was no response to that.
I sent an e-mail on November 22. We have collectively attempted
to contact the ministry, but no response,” she lamented.
Seeratan suffers with multiple co-morbidities, and her deteriorating mental health is a daily concern for her daughters.
Facing the oppressive reality of the growing numbers of persons
infected by Covid-19 is overwhelming her mother with anxiety,
Gillick said.
She added her mother is growing more and more desperate to
reunite with her family and dogs back in Trinidad.
“My mom has a few co-morbidities, [among them] diabetic and thyroid problems, and high blood pressure. She is now
dependent on Canadian healthcare to supply and look after her
health needs. Fortunately, we can supply the pharmaceuticals.
We wouldn’t allow our mom to go unwell; but her mental health
is dwindling,” Gillick said.
According to Gillick, her mother’s home is “unattended, and
she has family back in Trinidad that she hasn’t seen in a long
time. She is missing her life, her independence, her country
of birth. Everything you think a pensioner is deserving, she is
missing when she is far away from home. She is very downcast.”
In a moving appeal, and speaking on behalf of the four sisters,
Gillick called on the government of Trinidad and Tobago to
consider the health of their mother, as well as her contribution
to nation-building, and to kindly grant her an exemption to
return home.
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Weekes urges office
holders to do better

Port-of-Spain – Trinidad and Tobago President
Paula-Mae Weekes last week told the nation while she
does not have the power to bring relief to nationals
encountering adversity, at the same time she could use
her office to urge politicians to do better.
In her New Year message, Weekes said she continues
to receive communications from nationals seeking help
with daily and lifestyle issues. In response to these communications, Weekes called on public officials to stop
being so secretive (except in the interest of
Paula Mae-Weekes
national security), paranoid, and dismissive of day may well have some of these matters in its
the anxieties of citizens, she said.
sights, those in the kitchen are feeling the heat
“During the course of a year, I receive daily, and are not sympathetic to hackneyed
countless letters from citizens... Of greater excuses, promises of action, and sob stories
concern… are the plaintive, angry or desperate of doing one’s best, which they have heard ad
letters, whose writers are sometimes incoher- nauseum, with nothing to show for it,” she said.
ent in their pain,” she said.
Additionally, Weekes noted the calypsonian
Weekes said nationals were asking her to Stalin’s ‘Better Days are Coming’ ring hollow
provide them with relief from adversity, rang- without some demonstrable proof that those
ing from issues of crime, racism, joblessness, who are charged with the responsibility of
illegal immigration, being stranded abroad, improving lives and addressing issues are on
and with the closures of businesses.
the job, working assiduously to formulate and
In such cases, Weekes said she is generally execute plans, policies and programmes that
unable to supply a solution to the problems redound to the benefit of the people.
being encountered, given the constitutional
Said Weekes: “Those in authority must, like
limitations and conventional restrictions of Caesar’s wife, be above suspicion and reproach
her office.
in all their dealings.”
She said some communicated their disapAdditionally, “The vast majority of
pointment about what they regard as the impo- Trinbagonians are naturally given to optimism,
tence of the office she holds. Weekes noted that and it is only as a result of repeated distracone power, and duty, of the President is to keep tions, obfuscation, and outright lies by succesthe people’s problems front and centre of the sive administrations, that they have become
national agenda, using appropriate occasions jaded and sceptical about matters in the public
and events to deliver a word fitly spoken.
domain.”
“In this context, I do not consider the office
Procurement, border security and the
a soapbox for my personal views, as much as a exemption policy in respect of nationals abroad
platform from which to speak truth to power,” are only some examples of the subjects about
she said.
which citizens clamour for clarity, she said.
Weekes stated her New Year’s Day message
Weekes added that the new year can be
affords “me such an opportunity to speak for happier, not only with its promise of a vaccine
and on behalf of the citizenry, and share their against Covid-19, but also from the opportuconcerns”.
nity to have learnt from the mistakes of the
She added: “While the government of the year past, and to change for the better.

Rambachan takes govt officials to
task over divisive politics in T&T

Port-of-Spain – Former UNC MP Dr
In what appeared to be a reference to last
Surujrattan Rambachan last week criticised year’s general election campaign, Rambachan
both the PNM and his former UNC colleagues, said, “Nasty images of yellow bananas sliced up
taking them to task for creating divisive poli- the political space even further.”
tics in Trinidad and Tobago.
He also claimed that political talk shows
“We as the affected people need to wake up broadcast via the electronic media play a part
to our reality. This country cannot continue to in making people unconsciously hate and fight
be sliced up into north, south
each other, which contributed
and central, into Indians and
to the weakening of national
Africans and Syrians, into
virtue of tolerance.
one percent and 99 per cent,”
While he expected to be
he declared.
criticised for his comments,
He added, “We cannot
Rambachan said he was
move forward as one people.”
pleased that as local governRambachan noted there
ment minister in the former
was no unity in Trinidad and
People’s Party government, he
Tobago’s Parliament, a body
had a good working relationthat works in the interest
ship with the heads of all local
of people who elected both
government corporations.
government and opposition
He also agreed with UNC
MPs.
founder Basdeo Panday
“The battering of each
about the need for constituother has become the way
tional reform. Howerver, he
of life in the Parliament, and
wondered at what aspects of
the interest of the people
the Constitution that needed
Suruj Rambachan
goes by the wayside,” he said.
reform, along with the new
Additionally, Ramachan claimed Parliament is model required to move the divided nation
being used as a forum to score political points, forward.
while the people’s issues are ignored.
Noting that the battle for a better country
Said Rambachan: “The middle ground that will be won or lost in the minds and hearts
has to be found by the opposing parties is not of people, Rambachan said, “It’s hard work to
being sought; and if sought, the arrogance of convince anyone that a different experience is
one side, and the stubbornness of the other possible if the courage to reject the old politics
denies the middle ground.”
is not forthcoming.”
He observed that statements such as “alligaRambachan also warned if Trinidad and
tors in the murky lagoon”, and “the Calcutta Tobago’s leaders failed to provide this leadership” stigmatise south Trinidad and Tobago.
ship, then it would come from the people.
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United nation will
beat all challenges

Port-of-Spain – The year 2021 will bring challenges,
but there is no obstacle that a united nation cannot
overcome, Opposition Leader Kamla Persad-Bissessar
has said.
In her New Year’s message she said that as citizens
enter a new year, they do so with great optimism, and
with hope in their hearts.
Said Persad-Bissessar: “The months ahead will be
difficult, and we as a people have many more challenges
to face. But we will meet these challenges as
Kamla Persad-Bissessar
we have always done, as one people working citizens stepped forward to provide devices so
together towards a common goal – a stronger that they would not fall behind,” she said.
Trinidad and Tobago.”
Persad-Bissessar noted that throughout the
Persad-Bissessar also noted that 2020 will pandemic, Trinidad and Tobago “saw the spirit
remain in people’s memories for a lifetime. of the people of our beloved nation – the spirit
As the as the country reflects on 2020, “we of kindness, courage and compassion”.
note the many challenges we faced, and our
She added the nation is at a crossroads
response to those challenges”.
in history, noting the problems that affect
“The ongoing Covid-19 pandemic has had Trinidad and Tobago are not only a result of the
severe impacts on our daily lives, ranging from impact of the pandemic. As Persad-Bissessar
job losses, restrictions in our movement, and claimed, the government has presided over
for some, the unfortunate loss of loved ones,” massive job cuts, rising levels of crime, and
she said.
severe economic contraction.
Persad-Bissessar also commented on the
She also said what has emerged, and remains
thousands of citizens who remain stranded disturbing, are attacks by the government on
abroad, and who are unsure when they will independent institutions.
return home.
Said Persad-Bissessar: “The judiciary, non“I urge the government to fix its broken governmental organisations, the media, and
exemption process, providing clarity, infor- even private citizens face accusations of treason
mation and support to our citizens stranded for daring to question the actions of the govabroad as to when they can make their way ernment. These are dangerous times for our
home,” she said.
democracy, and we must remain vigilant. I call
However, despite the difficulties, one sig- on all citizens to continue to demand transparnificant thing that stands out, which is “our ency and equity from the government.”
unity as a people”, she added.
In concluding her address, Persad-Bissessar
“When our fellow citizens lost their jobs, gave the assurance that the Opposition will
others stepped forward to help provide meals continue to work diligently to hold the governand other relief items. When children were left ment accountable to the people of Trinidad
without access to online learning, many good and Tobago.

Weekes’ call resonates with experts

Port-of-Spain – The University of the West Information Act to boost accountability and
Indies lecturer Dr Bishnu Ragoonath has indi- transparency.
cated agreement with the call by Trinidad and
Meanwhile, Agriculture Minister Clarence
Tobago President Paula-Mae Weekes for politi- Rambharat said Weeke’s call was “a welcomed
cians to show more engagement and openness reminder of our obligations to serve”.
towards citizens. In her New Year’s message,
For example, Weekes’ call for more accesWeekes said the public is fedup with inaction, sibility was important, even amid Covid-19
unfulfilled promises, secrecy, and aloofness by restrictions, he said.
politicians across successive administrations.
“I have taken on board the call, and will
Said Ragoonath: “Her comdo more to ensure that we
ments demonstrate that she is
do more to serve and serhearing the concerns of the
vice the need of our citizens,”
citizenry at large. She is lookRambharat said, apparently
ing on at what is happening.”
referring to his ministry.
Additionally, he noted Weekes
“The lockdown, reduction
had detected more and more
in the number of employees
distrust by citizens over the
who can turn out to work, the
manner in which the governreductions in some service
ment was acting.
offerings which involve con“She is taking it upon hergregation have certainly led to
self to say that I am limited in
a reduction in the quality and
what I can do, but that does
timeliness of the Ministry's
not mean I cannot add my
service delivery. We have
voice to the concerns the citibeen able to switch to online
Bishnu Ragoonath
zens have about governance
service and other means by
and the poor governance in Trinidad and which we compensate for times when we operTobago,” he said.
ate without full staffing levels. Her Excellency's
Ragoonath was also in agreement with the call is a good call to do even better,” he said.
balance in Weekes’ message between openness
In response to Weeke’s message, Opposition
and secrecy by politicians.
Senator Wade Mark said he supported her
“In the governance of the country. we don’t remarks, which he interpreted as critical of the
seem to be getting adequate accountability and government.
transparency,” he said.
Said Mark: “I’ve come to the conclusion the
Ragoonath also criticised the occasions President is very concerned with the behaviour
when significant government action were per- and conduct of this present PNM administraformed, and which were then announced with tion now in its second consecutive period of
a press release sent to media houses.
office.”
“I don’t think that is the way the Government
He added: “The PNM has engaged in secreshould do things. That’s my personal opinion, cy and lack of transparency. They have not
and basically I think she was just expressing been engaging the public in the way they ought
that,” he said.
to have, to look after their interests and wellHe was also in agreement with Weekes being. So clearly Her Excellency must be very
saying non-accountability had persisted concerned about the direction of the PNM
from regime to regime. As Ragoonath noted, government has been traversing, being less
Trinidad and Tobago had passed a Freedom of than truthful with the population.”
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Hindi Movie Review

Do Bigha Zameen – a movie about many things:

Willpower, human frailty among haunting moments
for it. Shambhu decides to take whatever little money they
By Madhulika Liddle
have and go to Calcutta. Surely he will be able to get a job
imal Roy, Hrishikesh Mukherjee, Guru Dutt, Asit Sen:
there.
some of my favourite directors, and all men with a
Paro is reluctant to let Shambhu go (she is also just
string of poignant, meaningful films to their credit.
discovered that she’s pregnant), and Kanhaiya begs to be taken
Not always very happy films, but films that step away from the
along. But Shambhu is firm: he will go, and he will go alone.
usual masala of Hindi cinema. Films that, like the classic Do
It’s a matter of a mere three months; and someone must stay
Bigha Zameen (1953), are not about bewigged, gadget-toting
back to take care of old Gangu.
gundas and their better-than-good (not to forget immensely
On the train Shambhu finds a stowaway: Kanhaiya. There’s
strong) nemeses, but about common people with common
no help for it, so Shambhu is forced to take him along to
problems.
Calcutta. And Calcutta, far from being the idyllic Shangri-La it
Problems like that of a poor peasant called Shambhu
was made out to be, is a big, bewildering and brash city, where
Mahato (Balraj Sahni), labouring to till his two bighas of land.
A bigha isn’t much – not more than an acre – but for Shambhu few people have the time or inclination to help a befuddled
villager looking for work – any work.
and his old father Gangu (Nana Palsikar), those two bighas
The bulk of the film is about how Shambhu and his family
mean the difference between starvation and staying alive. That
strive to collect that seemingly impossible Rs 235. In the
land is also Shambhu’s only means of ensuring that his wife
village, Paro picks water
Parvati ‘Paro’ (Nirupa
chestnuts out of the river
Roy) doesn’t need to work,
What I liked about this film:
so that she and Gangu can
and that his son Kanhaiya
Need I say more? But:
eat something… while
(Rattan Kumar) is able
Balraj Sahni. He brings Shambhu to life beautifully,
in the city, Shambhu and
to get at least a basic
in all his many emotions: his affection for his family,
Kanhaiya fall prey to one
education at the village
his pride and dignity, his love even for others (there’s a
disaster after another.Their
school.
touching scene where two little girls whom Shambhu
bundle of possessions –
The local zamindar,
takes in his rickshaw to school daily tell him they’ll be
their clothes, and more
Thakur Harnam Singh
walking to school the next day onwards, since their
importantly, the money
(Murad), has troubles
father’s been laid off. Shambhu ferries them anyway,
they’ve hoarded up and
of his own. He knows
free). This is Balraj Sahni at his best. Interestingly, Bimal
brought – is stolen while
that the government is
Roy faced a lot of scepticism and criticism for having
they’re asleep on the
soon going to abolish
cast Balraj Sahni as a villager. The actor had a very
pavement. Kanhaiya falls
zamindari; he’ll be a
ill, and Shambhu ends up
landowner no longer. His
Westernised image, and most people couldn’t imagine
moonlighting briefly as
associates – all of them
him being a convincing peasant. But he is, very much so.
a coolie just in order to
wealthy businessmen –
The song Dharti kahe pukaar ke. Vintage Salil
get enough money to rent
have been encouraging
Choudhary, and beautiful.
themselves a small room.
Harnam Singh to get into
The cameos. Do Bigha Zameen has parts by a few
But they’re also lucky,
industry. He will mint
people who went on to become well-known faces in
especially in the people
money, they tell him, if he
Hindi cinema. There’s Jagdeep, as Lalu Ustad...
who befriend them. There’s
sets up a mill on his land.
...there’s Meena Kumari, as the bahu who’s kind to Paro
the girl Rani, an orphan
The only problem is, bang
(but thankfully not melodramatically so)...
‘adopted’ by the elderly and
in the middle of Harnam
...and there’s Mehmood, in his first film, as the young
outwardly gruff landlady.
Singh’s land is Shambhu’s
man who’s always flirting with Rani...
Both of them are very
meagre plot.
...and how can I, fond as I am of history, not appreciate
fond of Kanhaiya …as is
Harnam Singh, though,
the glimpses of Calcutta from a bygone era?
the brash, street-smart
has an advantage over
shoeshine boy Lalu ‘Ustad’
Shambhu: Shambhu has
What I didn’t like
(a teenaged Jagdeep), from
been borrowing money
The disasters that befall Shambhu and Company
whom Kanhaiya gets the
from him over the past,
come too thick and fast to be believable. Yes, given that
idea to start working so
and hasn’t cleared his
they’re poor, illiterate, and in a very tight spot: but surely
he can contribute to the
debts yet. He therefore
everything can’t fall apart all at once? Really hard to
family’s kitty.
sends for Shambhu, and
Then there’s the old
informs the peasant that
believe.
rickshaw-puller (Nasir
in exchange for Shambhu’s
Hussain) who lives in the
land, he’ll waive all of
neighbourhood, and who helps Shambhu get his own rickshaw
Shambhu’s debts. Shambhu, to Harnam Singh’s surprise, is
and a license.
adamant: he will not let go of his land. Pay up, then, says
It’s a long, hard three months, but will Shambhu and his
Harnam Singh – and that too by the next day.
beleaguered family manage to pay back Harnam Singh’s Rs
Shambhu pleads, but it’s useless; he’ll have to pay, or yield
235? Will they be able to save their two bighas of land?
his land (on which, by the way, is also his house).
Do Bigha Zameen won the International Award at the
Shambhu hurries home to consult with his father. They get
Cannes Film Festival; it also won the Filmfare Awards for
Kanhaiya to do the calculations for them, and discover that
Best Film and Best Director (incidentally, in the first year the
Shambhu owes Harnam Singh Rs 65. It seems an impossible
awards, then known as the Clare Awards, were instituted).
sum to pay back within a mere day.
The beauty of the film lies not in a superb plot, but in
But Shambhu knows that his only hope for survival is his
the treatment of that plot. The story (by Salil Choudhary) is
land, and so he gathers up everything even vaguely valuable
simple, but the insights it offers into the characters of those
that they own, preparatory to selling it off. Paro gives up her
who people it, are memorable.
gold earrings, and their utensils are also sold.
Shambhu’s stubborn hold on his dignity in the face of sheer
Shambhu, however, is in for a nasty shock: Harnam Singh’s
desperation; Kanhaiya’s child-like attempts to help, even if it
naib, the accountant, (guided by his lord and master) has
means doing something he knows, deep down, is wrong – and,
fudged the books, completely omitting to take into account a
miles away, Paro’s growing need for her husband and child –
year’s free labour from Gangu in exchange for a loan. Illiterate
are amazingly touching.
that he is, Shambhu hasn’t demanded any receipts, and so it’s a
Do Bigha Zameen is, to my mind, a series of vignettes:
simple case of his word against that of Harnam Singh and his
naib. Shambhu’s debts, says the naib, amount to Rs 235, not the snapshots of life, both rural and urban. There are little
moments of hope and joy: the landlady’s unexpected
paltry Rs 65 Shambhu’s offering.
generosity when she discovers Kanhaiya is ill; the sweetness
The case goes to court, and goes against Shambhu. The
of a wealthy bahu in the village, who writes letters on behalf
judge orders Shambhu to pay back the Rs 235 to Harnam
of Paro to Shambhu and Kanhaiya; the shy flirtation between
Singh, failing which Shambhu’s two bighas will be auctioned
Shambhu and Paro before the storm breaks… and the sense of
off and the requisite amount paid out of the proceeds to the
achievement as every anna is hoarded up carefully, added to
zamindar. Keeping in mind Shambhu’s extreme poverty, the
the till.
judge allows three months for the debt to be cleared.
This is, ultimately, a film about many things: socialism, the
Shambhu is desperate by now; other than the land, he
rural-urban divide, the harsh zamindari system – but mostly
has nothing to sell. But another villager unwittingly offers a
about human relationships, and the will to go on. It isn’t a
solution. He knows someone who works as a ‘boy’ in Firpo’s
fluffy, happy film, but it has a certain haunting power that
at Calcutta, and life in Calcutta, by all accounts, is wonderful.
endures.
Money literally grows on trees: all you have to do is reach out

B
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Do Bigha Zameen won the All India Certificate of
Merit for Best Feature Film at the National Awards;
the International Prize at Cannes; and the Prize for
Social Progress at the Karlovy Vary International Film
Festival.

Shambhu Mahato resorts to pulling the rickshaw out
of sheer desperation.

Shambhu Mahato pleads with zamindar Thakur
Harnam Singh for a modicum of mercy.

Kanhaiya takes to shoe shining to help dig the family
out of their financial woes.

Nirupa Roy and Balraj Sahni in a tender moment
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Meena Kumari plays a doting mother
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The Golden Years of Indian Cinema

5,000 songs establish Hemlata’s voice for uniqueness & quality

H

emlata was born on August 16, 1954
at Hyderabad, India in an orthodox
Marwari Brahmin family. She passed
her childhood in Calcutta, and has been in the
Bollywood industry since the age of 13.
Hemlata’s father, the late Pandit Jaichand
Bhatt, was an internationally acclaimed singer,
performer, musician, and teacher in the field
of classical and folk music. He learned music
despite his family’s culture, which looked
down upon music.
Hemlata loved singing since childhood, but
her father did not encourage her to pursue
her love, steeped as he was in his family’s
orthodoxy. So as not to displease her father,
she did not give open expression to her
feelings in the musical area, but sang in hiding
in Pooja Pandals. But Hemlata was destined to
become a singer of repute.
She is classically trained and has a unique
style of singing, which makes her stand apart
from the other playback singers of her era.
Her velvety voice is rich in emotion and
pathos, and has touched the souls of millions
of music lovers.
She has recorded more than 5,000 songs,
and has sung in more than 38 regional,
national, and international languages that
include Bengali, Bhojpuri, Punjabi, Haryanvi,
Rajasthani, Marwari, Brij Bhasha, Gujarati,
Marathi, Sindhi, Oriya, Assamese, Malayalam,
Kannada, Konkani, Dogri, Multani, Saraiki,
Garhwali, Bundeli, Nepali, Arabic, Persian,
Urdu, Sanskrit, Prakrit, English, French,
Mauritian Creole, Spanish, Italian, Zulu,
Dutch, Hindi, and so on.
Naushad was the first music director to
sign a contract with Hemlata, who began her
formal training of playback singing under this
acclaimed master. However, he had advised
her to wait until her voice matured, after
which a five-year contract took effect. She
got several offers during her contract period
from other well-known music directors, but
declined them and awaited to launch her
career’s first song.
Hemlata’s first recorded song was Tu
Khamosh Main Purjosh, composed by Usha
Khanna for the movie Roop Rupaiya, but her
first released song was Dus Paise Mein Raam
Le Lo, from the movie Ek Phool Ek Bhool
(1968).
The day she recorded her first song was
the same day on which she also recorded Le
Chal Mere Jeevan Saathi, a Kalyanji-Anandji
composition for the movie Vishwas. She sang
this song along with her most favourite singer,
Mukesh.
In 1969 Hemlata was offered a song by S.D.
Burman Pagh Mein Ghunghroo Chhanke for
the movie Jyoti (1969).
The same year, under Laxmikant Pyarelal’s
directorship, she sang Chanda Ko Dhoodhne
Sabhi Taare Nikal Pade alongside Asha Bhosle
and Usha Mangeshkar for movie Jeene Ki
Raah (1969); afterwards, Dil Karne Laga Hai
Pyar, with Mohammad Rafi, an Usha Khanna
composition for the movie Nateeja (1969).
Still under Director Laxmikant Pyarelal,
she rendered Aaya Re Khilone Wala along
with Mohammad Rafi for the movie Bachpan
(1970); Soyi Ja Tara for Mastana (1970); Taare
Kitne Neel Gagan Pe along with Mohammad
Rafi for Aap Aaye Bahar Aayee (1971);
Mehboob Ki Mehndi Hathon Mein alongside
Lata Mangeshkar for Mehboob Ki Mehndi
(1971).
Hemlata had a great association with
Director Ravindra Jain in the early 1970s,
when he came to Bombay to try his luck.
Before his arrival, she had already sung more
than 100 songs. Initially, Ravindra Jain used
her voice for his debut movie Kanch Aur
Heera (1972), then for Rakh Aur Chingari
(1974), Geet Gaata Chal (1975), Salaakhen
(1975), and for Tapasya (1975).
Hemlata gained further recognition when

Memorable Hemlata’s Songs
(Click to play)
Dulhan Wohi Jo Piya Man Bhaaye
Ram Bhajan
Shyam Teri Bansi Pukare
Geet Gaata Chal
Le Chal Mere Jeevan Saathi
Vishwas
Chanda Ko Dhoodhne Sabhi
Jeene Ki Raah
Taare Kitne Neel Gagan Pe
Aap Aaye Bahar Aayee
Sun Ke Teri Pukar
Fakira
Mehboob Ki Mehndi Hathon Mein
Mehboob Ki Mehndi
Mujhko Raahon Pe Tum Chhodkar
Besahaara
Meri Khushi Ko Loota Nazar Se
Ghira Diya
Rajoo Dada
Wafa Jo Na Ki To Jafa Bhi Na Kije
Muqaddar Ka Sikandar
Ravindra Jain assigned her to sing for the
movie Fakira (1976), with the song Sun Ke
Teri Pukar. This song proved to be a turning
point for her in terms of popularity.
Her career hit the big league in the same
year as Ravindra Jain used her voice for
Rajshri Banner’s movie Chitchor, which
fetched her a coveted Filmfare Award.
Thereafter, she had established herself on her
unique voice quality.
She had a great association with the Rajshri
folks, through whom she sang many songs in
various movies of Rajshri Productions in the
1980s and 1990s, including: Paheli (1977),
Dulhan Wohi Jo Piya Man Bhaye (1977),
Ankhiyon Ke Jharokhon Se (1978), Sunayana
(1979), Naiyya (1979), Gopal Krishna (1979),

Raadha Aur Seeta (1979), Maan Abhiman
(1980), Nadiya Ke Paar (1982), Abodh (1984),
and Babul (1986).
In collaboration with Ravindra Jain, she
has sung for most movies based on Indian
scriptures, and many devotional albums such
as Mastakabhishek (1982), Jai Bahubali, Sahaja
Dhara (dedicated to Shri Mataji Nirmala
Devi), and Aqeeda. She has also rendered the
Ramayan Chaupaiyan, Kabir Doha, Sanskrit
Bhaktamar Stotra, Sunder Kand, and various
devotional songs.
In addition to this, Hemlata has lent her
voice for Ramanand Sagar’s epic television
serial Ramayan (she also appeared in one
episode to perform traditional Meera Bhajan,
Payoji Maine Ram Ratan Dhan Payo), as
well as Uttar Ramayan (Luv Kush), and
Shri Krishna throughout the series. She also
rendered the Italian song, O Sole Mio, in
concert in Italy during Easter 1992.
Apart from the Ravindra Jain banner,
she sang some awesome songs for various
music composers, among them Wafa Jo Na
Ki To Jafa Bhi Na Kije from Muqaddar Ka
Sikandar (1978); Bheega Bheega Mausam Aaya
from Bhayanak (1979); Tu Is Tarah Se Meri
Zindagi Mein Saamil Hai from Aap To Aise
Na The (1980); Bhari Barsat Mein Dil Jalaya,
and Ab Wafa Ka Naam Na Le Koi from Oh
Bewafa (1980); Chhodke Sharafat Bandh Liye
Ghungroo from Haqdaar (1981); Tujhako
Furasat Se Vidhaata Ne Racha from Aarohi
(1982), along with Mukesh.
She also sang Ghungaru Bandhe Jab See
Maine and Man Vinha Ke Swar Jab Gunjhe
from Kaise Kaise Log (1983); Mere ShareekE-Safar Ab Tera Khuda Hafiz for the movie
Wali-E-Azam (1985), along with Talat
Mehmood; Mujhko Raahon Pe Tum Chhodkar
from Besahaara (1986); Shor Hai Gali Gali
Mein Jawan Ho Gayi from Dozakh (1987);
Main Ho Gayee Deewani from Kasam Suhaag
Ki (1989); and, Meri Khushi Ko Loota Nazar
Se Ghira Diya from Rajoo Dada (1992).
Hemlata had been doing a lot of charity
shows in India and abroad. She performed
along with Ataullah Khan for a charity show

Hemlata
in London in aid of Imran Khan’s cancer
hospital. This was the first effort from an
Indian singer for Pakistan. On a trip to
London, Hemlata recorded two albums
with Ataullah Khan. The first one is titled
Sarhadeinand, and the second one, Atta has
ghazals and geets.
Hemlata is married to actor Yogesh Bali,
who worked as a child artist, and whose
performance was recognised for award
winning movie Jawab Aayega (1968). He died
on January 25, 1988. Her mother-in-law is
Haridarshan Kaur (Biba Bali), actress Geeta
Bali’s (Shammi Kapoor’s wife) elder sister,
who worked as a producer in partnership with
Guru Dutt.
Hemlata only has one son, Aditya Bali, who
like the children of other stars, has a passion
for the silver screen.

Abhishek Banerjee

Abhishek positive
and an optimist

H

Sushant Singh Rajput

Rhea Chakraborty

Tel K. Ganesan

‘Fireflies’ explores Bollywood’s dark side

I

ndian American Hollywood producer,
actor and entrepreneur Tel K. Ganesan
said his next film, The Fireflies: Drugs,
Debauchery And Dil, will explore the dark
truths of Bollywood, from casting couch and
nepotism, to bias, connections, and drug
culture.
The film is in sync with the events that
happened this year, from Sushant Singh
Rajput’s death to Rhea Chakraborty getting
arrested to several stars being named for their
alleged drug nexus.
“The film is through the eyes of a
Bollywood aspirant who leaves home and
hearth in Detroit to come back, and gets stuck
in the midst of a scandal.
Following her is a young cop from the
Narcotics Control Bureau investigating the
case,” said Ganesan.
The story revolves around the trials and
tribulations of an acting aspirant caught in

the web of those with a life packed with fame,
fortune, and adulation, and is fraught with
hedonism, drugs, and debauchery.
Drawing reference from past Bollywood
films that mentioned drugs in the plot,
Ganeshan said: “The same industry that gave
hits like Udta Punjab, Go Goa Gone, Hare
Rama Hare Krishna, Jaanbaaz, Shaitaan,
Charas, Dev D, Life In A Metro, and of course,
Fashion, has admitted to addiction and
rehabilitations over decades.”
He added, “Now, things get murkier with
the NCB raids discovering newer users.
Actors not involved in the case get dragged
into it. Will this be the end, or the beginning
of an end, is what The Fireflies: Drugs,
Debauchery And Dil is all about.”
Also, “We will sign on a director who will
do justice to the subject once we are ready.
Currently, we are researching to match further
script requirements,” he added.
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e is touted to be among the
new crop of actors to watch out
for, and Abhishek Banerjee has
ensured that he lives up to expectations.
The former casting director has had a
dream-run as an actor – both on the big
screen as well as in the online space.
However, despite all the adulation and
success, the actor says that he will not
get carried away.
With hits like Stree, Dream Girl
and Bala under his belt, Abhishek has
already shown that he is a bankable
actor. And now, he wants to spend even
more time choosing the right projects.
In a recent interview, he admitted that
it was a conscious decision to take things
slowly because at this stage of his career,
he didn’t want to make any mistakes.
Citing hard work and dedication to
his craft as the reasons for his success,
Abhishek says that he would only choose
scripts that he believed in.
Looking back at 2020, the actor said
that year had taught him to be hopeful –
that no matter how bad things are, they
will eventually get better.
Admitting that he was crestfallen
with the way things were going at the
beginning of the lockdown, eventually
he fought that fear and got back to work.

CRICKET

Master with the willow, a magician in the middle

By Dhanpaul Narine
n a region where role models fall short, Kanhai remains
“When we played cricket it
the original, real, and authentic hero of the Caribbean.
was about pride. Money was
He carried the destiny of his country on his shoulders
with class and dignity, and brought the people together in a
secondary. Our players today
spontaneous celebration that no politician could muster.
don’t seem to realise the
As we look at the state of West Indies cricket, we begin to
importance of playing for the
realise that Kanhai was more than a cricketer. He is a thinker
and a philosopher, and the values he upholds are timeless.
West Indies.” Rohan Kanhai,
Imagine a time when there was pace like fire, when there
Cricketer, Thinker, Philosopher
were no helmets, and when players took to the field just for the
joy of playing the game. These were the glory years, the golden
age of world cricket. It was also the period of the
greatest transformation in West Indian
cricket, from a territorial and insular
game, to becoming the best team in the
world under Sir Frank Worrell.
While there were great cricketers, there
was one name that stood out above the rest.
He is Rohan Kanhai, the master of the willow,
the magician in the middle whose bat was akin
to a painter producing a masterpiece on canvas.
When Kanhai walked to the wicket it was
the start of an adventure, an excursion into selfbelief and improvisations. There are cricketers
that would bat all day, and that is no mean
feat, but when Kanhai took guard the hush,
expectancy, and excitement knew no bounds.
He was true entertainment value. But Kanhai
was more. He gave Caribbean historian C.L.R.
James lots to write about, and some sleepless
nights too. According to James, the master
batsman went into regions that Don Bradman
never knew. One of the most famous pieces
that James wrote was, ‘Kanhai: A Study in
Confidence.’
According to James, Kanhai embodied the
West Indian quest for identity bursting forth
from the bondage of slavery and indentureship.
James says, “If, like Kanhai, he is one of the most
remarkable and individual of contemporary
batsmen, then that should not make him less but
more West Indian. You see what you are looking
for, and in Kanhai’s batting what I have found
is a unique pointer for the West Indian quest
for identity, for ways of expressing our potential
bursting at every seam.”
Kanhai was born on December 26, 1935, in
Port Mourant, a sugar plantation in Berbice,
Kanhai celebrated his 85th birthday on December 26, 2020
Guyana, and he learned his cricket there. Those
that grew up with him speak of Kanhai’s love for batting at
he tamed Subash Gupti and Fazal Mahmood on the 1958-1959
an early age. In his autobiography Blasting for Runs, Kanhai
India and Pakistan tour. It was England’s turn to tour West
described the art of batsmanship. He said: “A batsman needs
Indies in 1960, and Kanhai proved that he had all the attributes
three things to succeed – guts, timing, and concentration. I
and determination to match. He batted in Port-of-Spain for
am not saying that the attacking flair wasn’t there… but it was
more than six hours, tempering his natural instincts and
harnessed into a controlled and deadly weapon.”
played most responsibly to score a century. The innings lasted
Kanhai showed that he had the weapons in his arsenal when more than six hours.

The iconic pictures from the 1960-1961 Australian tour
showed Kanhai jumping in the air as Joe Solomon secured
cricket’s first Tied Test. There are many remarkable feats on
that tour, including Kanhai’s topping the averages in Australia,
and scoring a century in each innings of the Adelaide Test.
By the time West Indies toured England in 1963, Kanhai was
a superstar. He played with outstanding dedication, and in
the true spirit of the game. He never waited for the umpire’s
decision if he knew that he was out. This is the hallmark of a
gentleman.
Kanhai’s exploits continued, but by the end of the 1960s,
West Indies cricket had entered the doldrums. It needed
direction and leadership. The West Indies Cricket Board
appointed Kanhai as captain for the Australian tour in 1973,
and under his leadership the turnaround began. Kanhai was
able to instill a sense of purpose in the team. He followed in
the footsteps of Frank Worrell, one of the greatest captains.
Kanhai says that Worrell was not only a great captain, but also
a great West Indian.
West Indies won the three match series in England (2-0),
with Kanhai scoring a magnificent century at Lords, and there
were wonderful performances from other players as well.
West Indies knew how to win again. The revival had begun.
By the time Lloyd took over as captain, Kanhai had shaped a
professional team that could excel in every aspect of the game.
This became evident in the 1975 World Cup when Kanhai
teamed up with Lloyd at Lords to ensure a victory parade in
the West Indies.
Kanhai served West Indies, Warwickshire, and his other
clubs with pride and distinction. He scored 6,227 Test runs
with 15 centuries from only 79 Tests, and his first class average
is over 49 with 86 centuries. But for Kanhai it was not about
numbers. It was playing the game in its true spirit and with
pride. Kanhai points out that discipline comes from within
the individual. When he retired, he became coach of the West
Indies team, and it was under his management that Brain Lara
scored 375 runs in Antigua, with Shivnarine Chanderpaul at
the other end.
How does he view the current state of cricket? Kanhai says
that, “[Cricket] has taken a different turn, especially with the
IPL. Money has played a great part in it. This is a different era,
and people love to watch the shorter version. The crowds in
India are fantastic and the support is there. It brings a different
dimension to the game.”
Cricket fans would recall that Kanhai came out with a
congratulatory message when Chanderpaul played in his 150th
Test. Kanhai said, “One has to give credit to Chanderpaul.
His concentration and his power to stay at the wicket are
remarkable, and not many people in the cricketing world
would bat as long as he can.”
As we ended our interview Kanhai said, “Write your article,
let the readers enjoy it. I will hear about it.” These words of
trust reflect the philosophy of a happy thinker, a contented
sportsman that played the game in its true spirit and allowed
posterity to judge his achievements. Well, posterity says that
there is only one Rohan Kanhai. He brought sunshine to our
lives, and we are lucky that he came our way.

By Ramdular Singh
ohan Kanhai remains my cricketing idol. As a kid, I
was so inspired that an Indian probably from a similar
humble background like me rose to such heights on
the international scene, bringing pride to all of us.
I followed diligently his glittering cricket
career, which ended in a blaze of glory at
the World Cup in 1975, where he played an
important role with Clive Lloyd to win us
the World Cup. When West Indies suffered
a crushing defeat in Australia during the
1975-1976 tour, Don Bradman remarked
that West Indies made a serious blunder
not to include Kanhai in the squad.
Here are a few Kanhai anecdotes:
•
In the 1961 tour of the WI to Australia,
even with Harvey, and Norman O’Neal
in the Australian side, one commentator
watching Kanhai execute three scintillating
strokes in the first over remarked “if this is
cricket, what is the game we were playing?”
•
Rohan
Brian Johnson, the famous cricket
commentator, recalled once that he asked Kanhai if he would
give him the gift of a ball in the commentary box. That day, he
did receive his gift, but barely escaped a concussion.
In a single over Kanhai dispatched four sixes, one landing

facing Underwood on a drying pitch (Underwood is the
most devastating bowler on a drying pitch). Kanhai on that
day made a hundred, about 80 percent of the runs made by
Warwickshire. Knott said that at the time no other batsman
would have been capable of playing such an innings. He
observed that while wickets were falling at the other end, he
hardly collected any ball behind the stumps when Kanhai was
batting, because the maestro was dispatching everything.
•
Speaking about Guyana-Barbados matches, there was a
particular match played in Barbados that will remain in the
memory of all those who saw it. On the Guyana side were
Kanhai, [Basil] Butcher and [Joe] Solomon, and the other
side were [Wes] Hall, [Charlie] Griffith and [Garry] Sobers.
Guyana won the toss and elected to bat. Two wickets were
quickly back in the Pavilion for no score, with Hall and
Griffith bowling consistently at over 90 miles an hour.
In came Kanhai, and his wicket was uprooted by a brute of
ball from Hall. As he turned to leave, the outstretched hand
of the umpire signalled a no-ball. What took place in the next
two hours was simply stunning.
Hall, one of the greatest fast bowlers at the time, who was
at the receiving end of the assault, said that it was one of the
greatest batting displays he had seen. Kanhai had suffered a hit
on the head by a bouncer from Hall, but after a short delay to
stem the flow of blood and a patch-up, the runs continued to
flow. Kanhai made 120 runs on that day. It was the master at
his best.
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At Johnson’s request, Kanhai sends a missile to commentator’s box
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in the commentary box. Kanhai took off his cap and bowed in
Johnson’s direction after the stroke.
•
David Bannister, former Warwickshire cricketer,
commentator, and journalist once recalled that when he saw
Kanhai playing for the first time, pulling
the ball from outside off stump to midwicket, dismissed him as a “cow-lasher”.
But when he saw the extraordinary
strokes that this diminutive batman
was reeling off with regularity, and with
elegance, he realised that he was watching
a genius in action.
•
Ranjan Bala, the Indian journalist, a
friend of Kanhai, once related an incident
when Kanhai made a private visit to
India. He said that Kanhai had made
no reservation, and when he appeared
at the hotel, there was no room for
him. As the attendant was expressing
his disappointment, several people saw
Kanhai, and quickly offered to give up
Kanhai
their room for the Master. Bala said that
no one would ever forget [Kanhai’s] 256 at Kanpur.
•
In a souvenir magazine dedicated to Kanhai, Alan Knott,
the great English wicketkeeper recalled observing Kanhai
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CRICKET

International
Cricket Schedule

Learie Constantine

George Headley

Shiv Chanderpaul

Lance Gibbs

Frank Worrell

Cricket the glue that binds the West Indies
By Dhanpaul Narine
many victories they won.
he captain of the West
According to Sir Garfield,
Indies Test team is more
“Worrell had a great all-round
powerful that many
team. The Lloyd team had the
Presidents and Prime Ministers.
greatest fast bowlers in any era
The West Indies is the only place
in one team. They could be
on the planet where 11 players are
called ‘Express bowlers’. They
chosen from different countries
caused many problems for the
to represent a nation. This creates
opposition. But when it comes to
its own problems, and also has its
leadership, I would say that Frank
advantages.
Worrell, in my estimation, was
The nations became the
the better leader. He had a team
nursery for future talents. In
that he had to nurture, and he did
the old days, insularity and
it well.”
individualism were common
Alvin Kallicharran played
themes in West Indies cricket. But
many great innings in his
a smart captain was able to bring
distinguished career. Which was
out the best in the players, and to
his greatest? Surely, the innings
instill in them the importance of
in which he demolished Dennis
playing for country.
Lillee in the 1975 World Cup
Sir Frank Worrell articulated
must be high on the list.
this vision. The Caribbean
But Kalli had a totally different
was more than a geographical
answer. He went down the
expression, a collection of
philosophical path. Cricket for
territories separated by the
him was not about records. It was
Cricketers par excellence: Icons Alvin Kallicharran & Sir
Caribbean Sea and trapped by
about life and offering respect to
Garfield Sobers greet each other with a welcome embrace
the tides of insularity. Trinidad
those that set him on the path.
businessman Pooran Ramnanan to invite
and Tobago’s Prime Minister and historian,
Kalli said, “I don’t think about my best or
the legends in New York, to meet and greet,
The Hon. Eric Williams argued that the
greatest innings. I think about the people
and to show glimpses of the skills that once
destiny of the far-flung territories lay in its
that have created my destiny. You can make
mesmerised the cricketing world.
ability to speak with a common voice. Cricket
records and big hundreds. But records are
Pooran promised and he delivered and the
became that voice. Worrell saw the potential
only temporary. In my career, I looked up to
fans are grateful. There was Sew Shivnarine
and power of unity in cricket. It was under
the people that have helped me and motivated
sitting next to Gordon Greenidge and Joe
his leadership that West Indies thrived and
me. My role models are Sir Garfield Sobers,
became unofficial world champions. When his Solomon while Shivnarine Chanderpaul
Wes Hall, and Rohan Kanhai. There is also
swapped stories with Alvin Kallicharran,
team left Australia in 1961 there was a parade
Lance Gibbs. He was my first captain when I
Ramnaresh Sarwan, Clayton Lambert, Pedro
of thousands to bid the players farewell.
was 16 and played for Guyana. When I made
Collins and Mahendra Nagamootoo. At
No other team had since received such an
my debut, I was sitting in the same dressing
another table Merv Dillon, Gus Logie, and
accolade. Worrell ‘the jolly good fellow’ had
room with these great men. No innings can
Larry Gomes talked about old times while
rescued cricket from the doldrums. He had
beat that!”
Faoud Bacchus was gracious to a young cricket
brought the Caribbean closer.
Shivnarine Chanderpaul has served West
fan Rusat who sought autographs.
The plantations in the Caribbean became
Indies cricket for over 20 years, and he has
But all eyes were on the gentleman in the
the treasure trove of many famous names.
played with some of the greatest names in
far corner. He had come straight from JFK
There were Learie Constantine, George
the game. His exclusion from the 2015 West
Airport to the banquet and was prepared
Headley, Garfield Sobers, the three W’s
Indies team that faced Australia started a
to play a long innings! He was Sir Garfield
[Worrell, Sir Clyde Walcott, Sir Everton
controversy.
Sobers, simply the greatest cricketer ever. Dr
Weekes], Rohan Kanhai, Collie Smith, and
Public opinion seemed to suggest that
Donna Hunte-Cox, the Consul General of
others, who put their stamp on the game.
his exclusion was premature and some,
Barbados to New York, and a relative of the
By the time West Indies toured England in
including Joe Solomon, questioned whether
great Sir Conrad Hunte, greeted the guests.
1963, many knew that West Indies was a
Chanderpaul was axed for racist reasons.
She reinforced the importance of cricket as a
cricket nation. It may have its own forms of
He was not given the send-off that WICB
unifier in the Caribbean.
government but the people of the West Indies
President David Cameron had promised for
Sir Garfield Sobers spoke in the same vein.
looked to the team to bring glory
cricket heroes.
As Clive Lloyd aptly puts it, when the West He said, “For me it was not about individual
Chanderpaul was reluctant to comment on
scores. Every run I scored, every wicket I took, these matters. Is he writing a book that will
Indies cricket team does well there is a spring
was done for the West Indies. It was never
in the step of the Caribbean. There is nothing
include everything about the controversy?
like victory to reinforce bragging rights, and to about me. It was always about the team. In my
What was the special relationship between
cricket career, I have never ever made a run
open a floodgate of goodwill. The Caribbean
Chanderpaul and Lara at the wicket?
for me. It was for my team, and I believe that
is more at ease talking about the performance
According to Chanderpaul, “It was a pleasure
is the way the game should be played. Records
of the West Indies team rather than discussing
to bat with Lara, and to be at the other end
I have broken; some I have set; but the game is
the latest GNP per capita or immigration in
watching him. I have never seen any player
far bigger than the individual. I believe that we with the skills of Lara. He would sometimes
the region.
should always play as a team, and we should
Cricket then is the glue that binds the West
hit a ball to the boundary that I would choose
never be selfish in whatever we do. The game
Indies. There is no doubt that social media
to leave alone. He was that good. It was
is bigger than all of us. When we understand
have brought cricket closer to the fans. Gone
unbelievable the power he would get in his
what the game is all about, West Indies cricket
are the days of a scratchy transistor pasted to
strokes. Brian is the best batsman I have seen.”
will blossom again.”
the ear to listen to the commentaries. If only
Chanderpaul has a lot to offer, and a TestSir Garfield addressed the importance of
John Arlott could have teamed up with Tony
playing country will do well to have him as its
the team, noting, “Whatever I have achieved, it batting coach.
Cozier and Alan McGillivray in the same box
was done through teamwork.”
with Wi-Fi and Skype!
The legends brought glory to the West
Was Worrell’s team greater than Lloyd’s?
Cricket fans in New York were treated to
Indies. Their performances made us realise
Sir Garfield said that the yardstick for judging
a rare event when some of the West Indies
that astute leadership is essential for regional
legends teamed up to play in two T20 games. It greatness in a team must not be based on how
cooperation, and that cricket and politics are a
many matches were played by them, or how
was the brainchild of Trinidadian and Florida
mix that extends well beyond the pavilion.
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Wednesday, January 06, 2021
Sri Lanka tour of South Africa, 2020-2021
South Africa vs Sri Lanka, 2nd Test, Day 4
The Wanderers Stadium, Johannesburg
1:00 AM 08:00 AM GMT / 10:00 AM LOCAL
Pakistan tour of New Zealand, 2020-2021
New Zealand vs Pakistan, 2nd Test, Day 4
Hagley Oval, Christchurch
3:00 PM (January 05) 10:00 PM GMT
(January 05) / 11:00 AM LOCAL
Thursday, January 07, 2021
Sri Lanka tour of South Africa, 2020-2021
South Africa vs Sri Lanka, 2nd Test, Day 5
The Wanderers Stadium, Johannesburg
1:00 AM 08:00 AM GMT / 10 AM LOCAL
India tour of Australia, 2020-2021 Australia vs India, 3rd Test, Day 1
Sydney Cricket Ground, Sydney
4:30 PM (January 06) 11:30 PM GMT
(January 06) / 10:30 AM LOCAL
Pakistan tour of New Zealand, 2020-2021
New Zealand vs Pakistan, 2nd Test, Day 5
Hagley Oval, Christchurch
3:00 PM (January 06) 10:00 PM GMT
(January 06) / 11:00 AM LOCAL
Friday, January 08, 2021
India tour of Australia, 2020-2021
Australia vs India, 3rd Test, Day 2
Sydney Cricket Ground, Sydney
4:30 PM (January 07) 11:30 PM GMT
(January 07) / 10:30 AM LOCAL
Saturday, January 09, 2021
India tour of Australia, 2020-2021
Australia vs India, 3rd Test, Day 3
Sydney Cricket Ground, Sydney
4:30 PM (January 08) 11:30 PM GMT
(January 08) / 10:30 AM LOCAL
Sunday, January 10, 2021
India tour of Australia, 2020-21
Australia vs India, 3rd Test, Day 4
Sydney Cricket Ground, Sydney
4:30 PM (January 09) 11:30 PM GMT
(January 09) / 10:30 AM LOCAL
Monday, January 11, 2021
India tour of Australia, 2020-2021
Australia vs India, 3rd Test, Day 5
Sydney Cricket Ground, Sydney
4:30 PM (January 10) 11:30 PM GMT
(January 10) / 10:30 AM LOCAL
Thursday, January 14, 2021
England tour of Sri Lanka, 2021
Sri Lanka vs England, 1st Test, Day 1
Galle International Stadium, Galle
9:30 PM (January 13) 04:30 AM GMT /
10:00 AM LOCAL
Friday, January 15, 2021
India tour of Australia, 2020-2021
Australia vs India, 4th Test, Day 1
The Gabba, Brisbane
5:00 PM (January 14) 12:00 AM GMT /
10:00 AM LOCAL
England tour of Sri Lanka, 2021
Sri Lanka vs England, 1st Test, Day 2
Galle International Stadium, Galle
9:30 PM (January 14) 04:30 AM GMT /
10:00 AM LOCAL
Saturday, January 16, 2021
India tour of Australia, 2020-2021
Australia vs India, 4th Test, Day 2
The Gabba, Brisbane
5:00 PM (January 15) 12:00 AM GMT /
10:00 AM LOCAL
England tour of Sri Lanka, 2021
Sri Lanka vs England, 1st Test, Day 3
Galle International Stadium, Galle
9:30 PM (January 15) 04:30 AM GMT /
10:00 AM LOCAL

GTA L EADE RS REALTY INC., BROKERAGE
4300 Steeles Avenue West, Suite 26
Vaughan ON, L4L 4C2
Tel: 416-241-3337 Fax: 416-987-0056
www.teamgtahomes.com
gtaleaders@gmail.com
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Abdool Saif Saheed
Sales Representative
647-894-0764

Sara Tharmathevarajah

Sales Representative
416-241-3337

The Stanley District
Niagara Falls, ON

Star ting
from mid
$400s!

Zafar Twaheer
Sales Representative
647-708-4772

A spectacular new master
planned community is
taking shape. Comprised
of stellar condominium
residences, a boutique hotel
and street level retail, The
Stanley District is bringing
a new level of luxury and
panache to Niagara’s
evolving landscape. Close
to all the cultural offerings
and amenities of this vibrant
area, The Stanley District
is securely entrenched
within one of the city’s most
desirable communities.

NUVO Condos
Oakville, ON

Omnis Insurance

& Investment Solutions Inc.

FOR ALL YOUR
INSURANCE NEEDS
• LIFE • MORTGAGE
• DISABILITY
• TRAVEL • VISITOR
• CRITICAL ILLNESS
• SUPER VISA
• RESP & RRSP
• INVESTMENT

Daystrom

Coming Soon
Toronto!

If you fail to plan, then
you’re planning to fail.

Abdool Saheed
Financial Advisor

Cell: 416-731-7527
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Abdool Saheed
Broker of Record/Owner
416-731-7527

Shawn Ambedkar
Sales Representative

Nelly Fahel
Office Administrator
416-241-3337

Bibi Kayune
Sales Representative

437-235-7599

416-241-3337

The Dylan Condominiums

North York, ON

Location! 100% renovated
New: potlights, custom
kitchen w/quartz countertop & crown moulding, S/S
appls, windows & doors,
plumbing & electrical, oak
stairs, jewel stone front
porch, roof & gutter. Sep
ent to 3-bdrm bsmt w/
kitchen, 2 sep laundry rms,
3 bdrms in upper flr. A
landlord's dream.
A must see!

SOLD FOR $160K
OVER ASKING!

647-297-8222

Oak St., Toronto

Introducing The Dylan, a brandnew mid-rise condominium
coming to St Lawrence Ave W &
Dufferin St in North York! This
exciting new address will provide
its future residents with highly
sought after conveniences being
just a 3 minute walk from Glencairn Station and moments from
the upcoming Eglinton Crosstown
LRT, University of Toronto, York
University, Yorkdale Mall, Downtown Toronto, TTC Transit, Major
Highways, Downsview Park and
so much more!

NUVO is new exciting
architecture, brightly
designed floor plans, and
a new level of luxury condominium living in Upper
Glen Abbey, West Oakville.
Nestled amongst trails and
creeks, here you’ll enjoy resort style living, mins from
fantastic shops and restaurants, close to schools,
parks, and all amenities.
Starting from Low $400 K.

Rahul Khanna
Sales Representative

FOR
SALE
$729,000

Great Opportunity to
Own A Newly Renovated
Open Concept End Unit
Townhome in Prime Location Close to Everything!!
Second Floor Loaded
With 9 Ft Ceilings, Large
Breakfast/Dining Area
with Large Sun Filled
Windows! Close to TTC,
Up Express ,401, and
Schools!

$949,000

A Beautiful Open Concept Renovation - 3 bedroom, 4
washrooms, Detached Home in York. Huge Backyard.
Conveniently Located Within Walking Distance To
amenities and schools. Extremely Close Proximity to
Public Transit! A Great Place to Call Home.

To All Our Clients & Friends
We Send To You Our Best
Wishes for the New Year –
May You Have a Peaceful &
Prosperous 2021.
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SERVICES INC.

647-852-7243
MORTGAGE

1st, 2nd, & Refinance

PROPOSAL/
BANKRUPTCY

Make One Small Monthly
Payment For All Your Debts

INCOME TAX SERVICES
Personal • Business
Business Registration
HST • Payroll • WSIB

Abdool Saheed
C: 416-731-7527

Jason Saheed
C: 647-293-8397

